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Abstract

There is strong empirical evidence that the likelihood of sovereign debt default

and rescheduling in democratic developing countries is reduced when the government

is composed of more than one political party. A major tenet of coalition formation

theory is the minimal-winning coalition; however, the relative frequency of surplus

coalitions in both developing and developed countries seems to run counter to this

theory. This paper links sovereign default empirical evidence with coalition forma-

tion theory. It provides a formal theoretical explanation for the coalition effect in

the probability of default, and for the formation of surplus coalitions. In a stochastic

endowment economy, two parties rotate in power. They have the option to invite a

third party, which represents that part of society which is more directly interested

in retaining access to international borrowing markets, to form a coalition govern-

ment. The presence of the smaller party in the coalition decreases the likelihood of

default (coalition buys commitment), and hence, bond prices are higher. When the

effect of higher bond prices dominates the redistributive effect of one more party in

government, bigger political parties have an incentive to form a coalition, even when

this is not necessary to guarantee majority support in the legislative body.
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1 Introduction

This paper links empirical evidence on sovereign default with coalition formation theory.

It provides a formal theoretical explanation for the coalition effect in the probability of

default, and it is able to predict the formation of surplus coalitions.

There is strong empirical evidence that the likelihood of sovereign debt default in de-

veloping countries is reduced when the government is composed of more than one political

party (Saiegh, 2005a, 2009). This coalition effect is shown to be large. This finding

can be accounted for by the fact that in the case of domestically held debt, a group of

creditors, even a small one, has a better chance of being represented in government, and

thus influence decision-making, when the government comprises more than one political

party. As long as they are represented in government, creditors may influence decisions

in the direction of the fulfilment of debt obligations.

At the theoretical level, this argument can easily be applied not only to developing

countries, but also to advanced economies: the important point is that single-party gov-

ernment and coalition government are both possible. Furthermore, the argument can be

extended to external debt. Debt restructuring and default have a negative general impact

on GDP, but this likely affects some groups in society more than others1 . Hence, I can

extend the original argument and claim as well that those groups have better odds of

influencing government decision-making in the case of multi-party government.

Recent literature has discussed the democratic advantage in raising debt under better

conditions2 . Democratic governments can more credibly pledge that they will pay their

debts because these are held in whole or part by voters, and voters can threaten to

electorally punish the government should it decide to default. The electoral punishment,

which is only possible in democracies, functions thus as a commitment technology3 .

When debt has been raised mostly abroad, the electoral punishment also works as a

credibility mechanism. In this case, those constituencies more directly affected by default

1For the distributional consequences of sovereign debt default, cfr. Stasavage (2003), Tomz (2002),
and Tomz and Wright (2013). For a detailed view of default costs, cfr. Borensztein and Panizza (2008).
Also on default costs: Hatchondo et al. (2007), and Panizza et al. (2009).

2Cfr. Schultz and Weingast (2003), and references therein; Saiegh (2005b); Beaulieu et al. (2012); and
McGillivray and Smith (2003). For an historical perspective, Stasavage (2006). For a critical perspective,
Tomz (2002).

3A more general argument can be made that stronger checks and balances on the executive body lead
to a smaller probability of a debt incident (Kohlscheen, 2010).
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will likely vote the responsible parties out of government. Hence, the idea of democratic

advantage does not necessarily hinge on voters actually holding any debt4 .

The crucial points are, thus, that some groups in society have a strong preference for

debt repayment, whether or not they are debt holders, that these groups can electorally

threaten governments, and that they are more likely to influence the decision to honor or

to default the debt in those regime types in which the formation of coalitions is possible.

This paper considers the coalition effect only, not the electoral threat, as it will be assumed

that the decision to default has no effect on the probability of reelection.

Turning to coalition government theory, one of its pillars is the minimal-winning-

coalition concept (Riker, 1962)5 . In parliamentary systems, it is predicted that coalitions

will be as small as possible while retaining the support of at least fifty percent plus one

members of the parliament. Thus, in a minimal-winning coalition, if any of its constituent

parties drops from it, the government loses majority support in the legislative body.

However, the prevalence of surplus coalitions and minority governments seems to

counter the theory6 . In the same dataset which was used to show the empirical significance

of the coalition effect in developing democracies, and which includes both parliamentary,

mixed, and presidential systems, it is found that 22% of the country-year observations

correspond to surplus coalitions, while minority governments correspond to approximately

31% of the observations7 .

Furthermore, focusing now on industrialized parliamentary democracies, Laver and

Schofield (1990) have found as well that surplus coalitions and minority governments are

very common8 . The authors present the frequency of coalition types for a set of twelve

West European countries during the period 1945-1987. Excluding single-party majority

governments, there were a total of 196 governments9 . Of these, 73 (37%) were minority

4Another example of this can be found in Dixit and Londregan (1998), in which some electoral con-
stituencies may favor government debt repayment even when they are not bondholders. This is due to
the complementarity between private investment and public investment, the latter being funded by debt.

5For a survey of the theory of government coalitions, cfr. Crombez (1996).
6A surplus coalition is a cabinet with more than one party such that the cabinet retains support of

more than half of the seats in the parliament if its smallest component is dropped. A minority government
is one in which the party or parties forming the cabinet hold less than half of the seats in the legislative
chamber.

7Saiegh (2009), and my calculations.
8Cited in Mueller (2003).
9A majority government is one in which the party or parties forming the cabinet hold at least fifty

percent plus one of the seats in the parliament.
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governments. Among the majority coalitions (123), 46 (37%) were surplus coalitions10 .

The two main objectives of this paper are to present a rigorous formalization of the

coalition effect, and to offer an explanation for the high frequency of surplus coalitions.

In a stochastic endowment economy, two parties rotate in power, and have the option

to invite a third party to form a coalition government. I call the former parties "big

parties". The third party, alternatively referred to as the "junior" or "small" party,

represents those elements of society which are more directly interested in retaining access

to international borrowing markets.

The inclusion of the small party in the cabinet alters the relative weights of the welfare

function used to decide on policies, leading to more redistribution to the constituency of

the small party. By assumption, it does not improve any measure of government surviv-

ability or governability. Governments decide on redistribution, borrowing, and repaying

or defaulting on their debt.

In case of sovereign default, there will be not only a general income cost to the economy,

but also a specific cost to those represented by the third party. I model this specific cost

as a loss of part of the income allocated to the third constituency. The presence of the

junior party in the coalition thus decreases the likelihood of default, leading to higher

bond prices.

I assume that the big parties optimally decide whether or not to form coalitions, but

that they cannot decide on breaking them. In this way, coalition formation works as if the

big party was buying commitment to debt repayment. Had the big parties the power to

break coalitions, they would do so whenever it would be optimal for them to default. But

then, under such assumption, the presence of the small party in the government would

not bear any effect on the probability of default and, hence, on bond prices. Moreover,

without such effect, coalitions would never be formed in the first place.

The decision to form a coalition depends on a trade-off involving an income redis-

tribution effect and a bond price effect. On one hand, including the third party in the

cabinet leads to higher bond prices. On the other hand, its inclusion changes the optimal

allocation, with income being shifted from the big parties to the junior party.

10Adopting a stricter concept of surplus coalition, namely one in which there is at least one party
which can be dropped without loss of majority support in the legislature, and without loss of political
connectedness in the cabinet, the share of surplus governments among majority coalitions would still be
30%.
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When the effect of a higher bond price dominates the redistributive effect, bigger

political parties have an incentive to form a coalition, even when this is not necessary to

guarantee majority support in the legislative body, and even when survival in power and

governability are not improved by the presence of the junior party. Surplus coalitions are,

thus, formed exclusively as a consequence of the coalition buys commitment effect.

The model applies to parliamentary and mixed democracies, where governments may

regularly step down at any period, and it is flexible enough to accommodate different

party and electoral systems, which are represented by the probability that a political

party wins a majority of its own following a power change11 .

There are two possible statuses for the legislative power, depending on whether or not

one party holds the majority. The status of the executive power can be either single-party

government or coalition government. The political structure of the economy may, thus,

take four different forms: single-party minority; single-party majority; minimal-winning

coalition; and surplus coalition. The interaction between the executive and legislative

branches, captured by these four possibilities, matters for the determination of policies,

default risk, and, hence, interest rates.

After solving the model by value function iterations, and after running simulations, I

show that, in equilibrium, sovereign default occurs, but it happens less frequently than in

comparable models that lack any commitment mechanism. Also, both types of coalition

are formed, and the frequency of surplus coalitions is nearly double the frequency of

minimum-winning coalitions.

For all possible combinations of GDP and borrowing levels, coalitions face either equal

or more favorable borrowing terms than single-party governments, as they have a signifi-

cant partial effect in decreasing the likelihood of default.

Bond price differences across coalition and single-party government are substantial for

many relevant GDP-borrowing pairs. The coalition effect on bond prices is highest in the

case of a large economic contraction, and low borrowing needs: in a deep recession, while

both types of government are equally likely to default on large and moderate mounds of

debt, only the single-party government will default on a small debt stock.

11For a classification and discussion of electoral systems cfr. Norris (1997).
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The maximum price difference decreases with borrowing: the more that is borrowed,

the more similar the two types of government become in their optimal default policies.

The preferences of the cabinet are only exactly aligned with those of a big party

in the case of single-party government. Hence, big parties invite a small party to form a

government only when there is a big effect of the coalition on bond prices. The simulations

show that coalitions are typically formed in times of relatively mild recession and very

high funding need. This is an implication of the model which may be tested in future

work.

While coalitions offer lower interest rates ceteris paribus (i.e. keeping economic con-

ditions and borrowed funds the same) the "unconditional" mean interest rates are higher

under coalition governments. This is because, as stated above, coalitions are formed dur-

ing recessions, when the risk of default is high; hence, interest rates tend to be higher. In

the context of an economic contraction, and high interests rates, the coalition becomes

thus a device for supporting consumption in hard times.

The route I will take is the following: the next section connects this paper with

the related literature; Section 2 presents and discusses the model; equilibrium is defined

in Section 3; the calibration strategy is presented in Section 4; results are shown and

discussed in Section 5; Section 6 concludes.

1.1 Related literature

The field of sovereign debt had its genetic moment with Eaton and Gersovitz (1981)12 .

They modeled the special features of sovereign borrowing that distinguish it from private

borrowing, namely that all borrowers are "inherently dishonest" and decide to default

not necessarily because they have no means to redeem their debt but mainly because

it is optimal to do so ("willingness-to-pay" approach); that there is no contractual way

to prevent the borrower from defaulting or punishing him should that happen; and that

governments don’t usually offer collateral. With stochastic net output, the motive for

indebtedness is consumption smoothing. Debt repayment is optimal because of the desire

to borrow in future periods (reputation works as a commitment mechanism).

12For a general perspective cfr. Hatchondo et al. (2007).
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Many contributions have been built on Eaton and Gersovitz’s model (1981). Among

them, the study of emerging markets has drawn a great deal of research interest. Examples

of such are Aguiar and Gopinath (2006), and Arellano (2008) who have investigated the

stylized facts about the business cycles of emerging markets, which include the occurrence

of defaults, the countercyclicality of net exports and interest rates, and the high volatility

of the latter. As will be seen, my model displays these same properties.

I am especially concerned with the links between sovereign debt theory and political

institutions. Hatchondo and Martinez (2010) survey the corresponding theoretical and

empirical literature13 .

Among the relevant research, my paper is most related to Cuadra and Sapriza (2008),

and Arellano (2008)14 . The focus of these papers is on emerging markets. Cuadra and

Sapriza (2008) develop a model with two parties, which rotate in power. These parties

are essentially symmetric: they only differ in that each of them gives more weight to the

utility of its own constituency ("polarization")15 ,16 .

Their main contribution is to present a formal modelization of the political-economic

stylized facts that economies with higher government turnover and higher polarization

have higher default rates, and the respective sovereign interest rate spreads tend to be

large and more volatile17 .

I extend their model by including the possibility of inviting a junior party to form a

government coalition. This party is relatively more penalized in case of sovereign default;

hence, its inclusion in the government reinforces the pledge for debt repayment, leading

to lower interest rates. When the coalition commitment-buying effect dominates the

redistributive effect of the coalition, it is optimal for a big party to invite a junior party

to form a coalition government.

13Cuadra and Sapriza (2008) also survey the empirical contributions.
14A formally related work is Cuadra et al. (2010), in which optimal fiscal policy is studied in a

production economy with access to international borrowing.
15Models in which there are two different types of government, which differ only in their level of

impatience, can be found in Cole et al. (1995), Alfaro and Kanczuk (2005), and D’Erasmo (2011). In
these contributions, however, the different governments do not correspond to any different constituencies
in society, and, thus, redistribution and polarization are out of their scope. Amador (2012) does model
different groups in society, but government does not change as there are neither parties nor elections.
16The term "polarization" also applies to political parties having different preferences over an ideological

continuum. Alesina and Perotti (1995) review the contributions that model the impact of such polarization
on budget deficits.
17Alesina and Perotti (1995) review papers that link high polarization, and high turnover to larger

debts.
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I model the general income loss after default in the way proposed by Arellano (2008).

The next section presents the model in detail.

2 The model

This section describes the model. I extend the framework in Cuadra and Sapriza (2008),

which builds on Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) and Arellano (2008), by including the possi-

bility of coalition governments.

2.1 General setup

The economy is characterized as small and open, while the political regime is parliamen-

tary and democratic. Being small and open, it is a price-taker in international credit

markets, and international creditors are able to punish the economy should sovereign

default take place.

Being democratic and parliamentary, there are elections, in which the party or parties

holding power change, and there is in every period a probability that the government steps

down, which can be thought of as the consequence of a legislative vote of no confidence.

There are three political constituencies in society, which are represented by three

political parties. Two of the parties rotate as the most-voted party, and therefore are

referred as the "big parties"; these are indexed as A and B.

The third party, which I call "junior" or "small" party, and which is indexed as J , al-

ways ranks as the third most-voted party, and only enters the government at the invitation

of the incumbent big party18 .

There are, hence, four possible government compositions: single-party government of

A; the coalition of A with J ; single-party government of B; and the coalition of B with

J . The "grand coalition" is thus ruled out. Governments are represented by the indeces

A, AJ , B, and BJ respectively.

In every period, nature determines the income level, y, which follows a Markov process

Q(y′|y). The government, whether single-party or coalition, decides on the redistribution

18 In Portugal since 1974, for example, there have been two big parties, Partido Socialista, and Partido
Social Democrata, and one smaller party, Centro Democrático Social (CDS), which has participated in
many coalitions with both of the first two. CDS has not, however, always been the third party in terms
of representation in the parliament, having taken also the fourth and fifth positions.
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among the three constituencies in society; on repaying or defaulting on its debt; and on

borrowing.

Governments are able to sell a one-period non-contingent bond in the international

market. Should sovereign default take place, the economy will face exclusion from the

market, suffer an income loss, and the constituency of the small party incurs a specific

default cost.

Default and repayment have distributional consequences19 . For example, debt repay-

ment may force governments to apply austerity measures the impact of which may be

more strongly felt by some groups of people than by others. Tomz and Wright (2013)

survey the empirical literature on sovereign debt and default and find that austerity is

especially damaging to government employees, the unemployed and the poor20 . Support

for default is stronger among those groups, while people with low discount rates, people

with large investment assets, and those enjoying a high level of job security tend to prefer

debt repayment (Tomz, 2004, and Curtis et al., 2012).

From this evidence, it is justified to represent the people with a clear interest in

repayment as a specific political constituency, and to assume that such constituency is

smaller than the groups favoring default. Moreover, the junior party may be thought of

as a single-issue party, and these are usually small.

The period utility function of the representative citizen is the same across all social

constituencies, and it takes the CRRA form:

u(C) =
C1−η − 1

1− η (1)

in which C is consumption level, and η is the risk-aversion parameter.

Citizens and parties discount the future at the same rate β ∈ (0, 1).

2.2 Parties and governments

There is symmetry between the two big parties, which allows me to focus exclusively on

one of them. Let that be A.
19Cfr. footnote 2.
20Cfr. references in Tomz and Wright (2013).
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Each big party cares relatively more about its own social constituency. The junior

party is the least valued by each of the big parties. The period utility of big party A is

given by

θu(CA) + θu(CA) + θJu(CJ) (2)

with θ > θ > θJ > 0, θ ∈ (0.5, 1], and θ + θ + θJ = 1.

There is a difference between parties and governments. When a big party steps down,

and a new big party steps in, the new incumbent has the choice of inviting the junior party

to form a coalition. If the new incumbent opts to remain a single-party government, the

period utility of the government coincides with the period utility of the big party.

If the junior party is invited, a coalition government is formed. The period utility of

the coalition government composed of the big party A and the junior party when there is

access to markets is given by

(
θ − ξ1

)
u(CA) + (θ − ξ2)u(CB) + (θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u(CJ) (3)

with ξ1 ∈ [0, θ), and ξ2 ∈ [0, θ).

The parameters ξ1 and ξ2 are the political premia the junior party gets by being

included in the coalition21 . They are thus transfer of power parameters. After power is

transferred, the two bigger parties must remain with some strictly positive power.

I assume symmetry in the sense that the transfer of power from the incumbent big

party, whether that is party A or B, is always ξ1, and the transfer of power from the

party out of the coalition, let that be A or B, is always ξ2.

The θs together with the ξs can be seen, thus, as representing the relative power of the

social constituencies within the executive body. The political premia tilts redistribution

in favor of the junior party’s constituency, and away from the two bigger constituencies.

It is important to stress that all government decisions - redistribution, borrowing, de-

fault or repayment - are taken by the government. Hence, in case of coalition government,

those decisions are the result of the maximization of equation (3) and the corresponding

21A political party’s influence in the executive body is thus non-monotonic in the vote share: the third-
most-voted party, if it is included in the cabinet, may enjoy more power than the second-most-voted party
(Drazen, 2000).
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coalition government continuation value.

When there is single-party government, and the incumbent big party considers the

formation of a coalition, it foresees the optimal policies of the coalition, and then evaluates

those policies using its own preference parameters, which are given in equation (2). This

evaluation is then compared with the value of continuing as a single-party government.

To maintain consistency, the coalition of A with J evaluates all possible scenarios

using the weights in (3). Besides that coalition, there are three other possible government

compositions: big party A is alone in government; big party B forms a single-party

government; big party B forms a coalition with J . Hence, the θs and ξs can also be seen

as the parameters of the "true social preferences" of the coalition.

2.3 Access to markets and autarky

The first part of this section follows Arellano (2008) almost strictly.

The economy may have access to international borrowing markets, a situation rep-

resented by the index crd; or it may be in autarky, with index aut. Governments are

price-takers in the international borrowing market.

As long as the economy retains access to international credit markets, the budget

constraint of the government is

CA + CB + CJ = y +B − qi(B′; y,M)B́ (4)

where CA, CB , and CJ are the consumption levels awarded to the three social constituen-

cies; B is the stock of assets at the beginning of the period; −B́ is the level of new bonds

issued; qi(B′; y,M) with i = A,AJ,B,BJ is the bond price function faced by government

i, which depends on the level of funds demanded, and on the values the state variables

take in the beginning of the period (these are defined below). If one unit of bonds is sold,

B́ = −1, and government’s revenue is −qi(B′; y,M)B́ = qi(B
′; y,M).

If a government defaults on its stock of debt, the economy is excluded from borrowing

during that period. The budget constraint is then

CA + CB + CJ = yaut (5)
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where aut is the index for the autarky case. During autarky, the economy suffers a GDP

loss, which I will also call "general default cost": yaut = h(y) ≤ y, where h(y) is an

increasing function:

h(y) =

 ŷ if y > ŷ

y if y ≤ ŷ
(6)

with ŷ = φE[y], where φ ∈ (0, 1) is the default GDP cost parameter, and E[y] is the

long-term expected value of GDP (under permanent access to credit markets).

During periods of autarky, the constituency of the small party suffers a specific default

cost. This is modelled as an ex post proportional reduction in the level of consumption

awarded to that constituency. Should constituency J receive consumption level CJ , in

autarky it will actually consume γCJ , with γ ∈ (0, 1)22 .

Both types of government, single-party and coalition, must take that cost into account.

Hence, in the period default occurs, and in periods of autarky, the period utility of a

government composed only of big party A becomes

θu(CA) + θu(CB) + θJu
(
γCJ

)
(7)

while the period utility of the coalition government formed by the big party A and the

junior party is given by

(
θ − ξ1

)
u(CA) + (θ − ξ2)u(CB) + (θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u

(
γCJ

)
. (8)

Note that there is a certain asymmetry between the two types of default cost. The

specific default cost is felt whenever the economy is in default; the general default cost

is only felt when the GDP is above the threshold ŷ. For instance, if the threshold corre-

sponds to the average level of GDP, the general cost will not apply when the economy is

experiencing low GDP, while the specific cost will be effective nonetheless.

As there is at least one active cost during default and autarky, this model should be

able to generate higher levels of debt than Arellano’s (2008)23 .

22The utility of the junior party is thus
((
γCJ

)1−η − 1) /(1− η) in the cases of default and autarky.
23 In my model, the mean debt to GDP ratio is 16.28%, while in Arellano (2008) it is 5.95%. These
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In autarky, the government decides only on redistribution, which is a static decision.

Given a fixed allocation
{
CA, CB , CJ

}
, the specific default cost γ only hurts constituency

J . Governments, however, consider that cost when choosing the optimal consumption

allocation, and its effect is to tilt redistribution towards J , in order to partially compensate

it for the cost.

This means that the specific default cost γ also hurts constituencies A and B through

a change in the redistribution of income.

Clearly, even though redistribution is tilted towards J in autarky, this constituency

will effectively consume less than when there is access to markets (keeping everything else

the same, i.e., keeping the same amount of available resources, and the same government

structure).

After a period in autarky, the economy may reenter international credit markets with

probability µ ∈ (0, 1).

2.4 Political dynamics and timing

In every period, there is the possibility of government change, or turnover. This can be

thought of as being caused by the regular schedule of elections; the approval of a no-

confidence vote in the legislative body, followed by new elections; the incumbent party

strategically deciding for the anticipation of elections, etc..

In any case, it is assumed that whenever a government steps down, new legislative

elections take place.

I begin with the case in which a government has just left. When this happens, both

the big party and the smaller party (should there be a coalition) leave the government,

and the other big party steps in.

Nature determines the legislative support of the new big incumbent: it wins elections

with a legislative majority (indexed as maj) with probability σ ∈ (0, 1), or it wins with

only minority support (min) with probability 1− σ. Winning a majority means the big

party has the support of fifty per cent plus one members of the legislative body.

The new incumbent may then invite the junior party to form a coalition. The junior

results are not fully comparable (cfr. General business cycle statistics section, in particular footnote 39).
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party always accepts this offer, whether it comes from big party A or B. As the junior

party gets more power once in the coalition, and as its presence there can only decrease

the probability of default, it is always optimal to join a big party in government.

After the government is formed, its first decision is to repay previous debt (if there

is any), or to default. If it decides on debt repayment, the next decision is on issuing

new debt; and, afterwards, the government redistributes the available income, given by

(4), across the three social constituencies. In case of default, the economy loses access to

credit markets (autarky), and government redistributes the available income in (5). The

period ends.

At the beginning of the following period, if the economy is in autarky, it regains access

to credit with probability µ ∈ (0, 1), or it continues to be excluded from borrowing with

probability 1 − µ. Then, nature determines the level of GDP according to the Markov

process Q(y′|y).

Nature also determines whether the incumbent big party stays in power, or steps down.

The probability of staying in power is π(maj), in case the big party has majority support

in the legislative body, and π(min) otherwise, with 1 > π(maj) > π(min) > 0.

The probability a big party survives in power thus increases with legislative support.

This is the case when governments face votes of confidence or no confidence in the legisla-

tive chamber. It is also the case in which there is some persistence in electoral results: if

a big party won the previous elections with a big voting share, it has a higher probability

of winning the next elections.

If the big party survives in power, the type of support, maj or min, stays the same

for the period.

I assume π(.) is independent of government type, whether single-party or coalition.

This is because I want to focus on coalition formation not as a means to enhance sur-

vivability in power, but as a debt repayment commitment device. Hence, π(.) is the

incumbent big party’s survivability in power probability, not the government’s.

Furthermore, the probability of staying in power does not depend on the previous

decision of repaying or defaulting on debt24 . While the dependence of π(.) on that decision

would seem realistic, it poses a theoretical diffi culty, as well as an analytical one.

24This is also assumed in Cuadra and Sapriza (2008).
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At the theoretical and also the empirical levels, it is not clear whether sovereign debt

default reduces or increases a government’s popularity. For instance, Tomz (2002) chal-

lenges the view that in democracies the people always prefer their leaders to repay foreign

debt. Considering the on-going debt crises in Greece and Portugal, should the political

dilemma be presented as "austerity vs. default", it is very far from clear what the popular

decision would be. Likely, it would depend on how long and deep the crisis has been. In

the beginning, people might not even consider a debt restructuring; after some years in

recession, they might begin to cautiously consider default as an option. This occurred in

Portugal in mid-March 2014, about three years into the austerity program.

Furthermore, the presence of a political cost of default would pose the analytical

problem of disentangling the reasons for repaying the debt: repaying debt would allow

borrowing today, and it would also enhance survivability in power relative to default25 .

After a big party has survived in power, and if there is a coalition government, then

nature plays one more time: it either breaks or holds the coalition. Given the incumbent

big party has a majority of its own in the legislative body, the government coalition holds

with probability δSP ; if the big party has only minority support, the coalition holds with

probability δMW . In compact form:

δ(M) =

 δMW if M = min

δSP if M = maj
. (9)

These probabilities are such that 1 > δMW > δSP > 0. Hence, δMW is the probability

a minimal-winning coalition holds, whereas δSP is the same probability for the case of a

surplus coalition. I assume the chance a coalition will hold is greater when the smaller

party is necessary to guarantee majority support in the legislative body26 ,27 .

There are many implicit assumptions behind these δs, all of which warrant discussion.

First, while the big party decides whether or not to invite the junior party to form a

coalition, once the coalition is formed, I assume that the big party cannot throw out the

25The popularity effects of default; the different default costs faced by different social constituencies;
the importance of electoral survivability concerns when deciding to repay or default; and how duration
in power is affected conditional on default, and on repaying are all promising avenues of future inquiry.
26For example, Lijphart (1984) uses data on democratic, developed countries to provide evidence that

minimal-winning coalitions last longer than surplus coalitions.
27The minimal-winning coalition can also be considered a strong coalition, while the surplus coalition

may be considered a weak coalition.
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smaller party.

This assumption is necessary so that coalitions bring some commitment to debt repay-

ment; otherwise, incumbent big parties would just dissolve the coalition whenever default

would be optimal for them, but not for the coalition. Then, coalitions would have no

effect on the commitment of the government to debt repayment. Furthermore, without

such effect, and without any survival advantage from being in a coalition, big parties

would never form coalitions in the first place.

In the model, there is thus no real commitment to debt repayment, but only to keeping

intact the coalition once it has been formed. Whether or not this assumption is realistic

is a research topic in itself. The empirical questions to be answered are: how often are

coalitions dissolved by the initiative of the bigger party, and how often by the initiative of

the junior party? Are there any political or institutional constraints forcing a big party

to keep a coalition? Are these contraints always present, or do they appear only in those

circumstances when the incentives for default become more intense? These questions are

left for future research.

Second, it is always optimal for the junior party to join and remain in the government;

however, I assume the coalition can break exogenously.

In the real world, coalitions break for many reasons, as there are many conflicting issues

among political constituencies beyond redistribution, debt issuance, and repayment or de-

fault. These reasons are beyond the limits of the model. This policy multi-dimensionality

is thus encapsulated in the assumption that coalitions break according to an exogenous

probability.

Third, even though the junior party suffers a specific cost in case of default, and can

thus be seen as the "pro-debt repayment-party", I assume that the probability that the

coalition breaks does not depend on the decision to default.

This means the junior party does not punish the big party for the decision to default

on sovereign debt, and also that the junior party is not electorally accountable, at least in

a punitive way, for that specific decision28 . Say, though having more political clout while

being part of the government, the junior party is most likely not going to have the last

28For a discussion about how electoral accountability may differ across political parties belonging to
the same coalition government, cfr. Bawn and Rosenbluth (2003).
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word on the repayment-default decision. This would be the typical case in which both

prime minister and finance minister belong to the bigger party.

Should the coalition hold, the government proceeds with its decisions, as stated above.

Should the coalition break, I assume the incumbent big party holds onto power, ruling

over the economy as a single-party government.

I assume that the same big party can invite the junior party to return to the govern-

ment: after a coalition has broken, if the incumbent big party survives in power in the

following period, it is allowed to form a coalition with the smaller party. Thus, after one

coalition breaks, the duration of single-party government is at least one period, the same

period in which the coalition broke, but the very same coalition can be formed in the

immediate period29 .

2.5 Notes on impatience and time-inconsistent behavior

The mechanics of political turnover, represented by π(maj) and π(min), and of polariza-

tion, expressed in θ and θ, work in the same way as in Cuadra and Sapriza (2008).

From the perspective of the incumbent big party, and also from the perspective of

coalitions, turnover and polarization together lead to a lower "effective" discount factor

("impatience") in the sense that the future is more heavily discounted than in the cases

of polarization with no turnover, and of turnover with no polarization (cfr. for instance

Hatchondo and Martinez, 2010).

Moreover, Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2016) show that models of government spending

with polarization and political turnover are isomorphic to an intertemporal choice problem

with quasi-geometric discounting. It is well known that such discounting implies time-

inconsistent behavior30 . In the next paragraphs I discuss in which ways "impatience" and

time-inconsistent behavior arise from the assumptions of the model.

An incumbent big party’s uncertainty about duration in power together with a surely

smaller share of total income once out of offi ce leads to a high degree of impatience, that

is, giving relatively more weight to present rather than future utility. A higher level of

impatience implies an intense willingness to borrow and a higher propensity to default,

29The more realistic assumption of no invite-backs, or invite-backs only possible after a given number
of periods would add significantly to the technical complexity of the model.
30Frederick et al. (2002) present a critical survey of time discount of models.
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keeping everything else the same.

It should be clear that political turnover without polarization, that is π < 1 and θ = θ,

does not lead to a higher degree of impatience: as big parties get the same share of income

whether they are in or out of the government, it is not optimal for the party in power to

significantly increase consumption today at the expense of low consumption in the future

by either deciding on a large amount of borrowing today, or by defaulting in the present

period.

Another factor contributing to a smaller "effective" discount rate is the risk of not

regaining access to international financial markets after default, and after a period in

autarky. However, without access to borrowing, it is not possible to trade present con-

sumption for future consumption (and it is not possible to default when there is no debt).

Hence, the extra impatience stemming from µ has no direct effect on the optimal policies.

It only matters for impatience in the sense that a future default is less valuable as long as

µ < 1, and the value of default is part of the continuation value of a government’s value

function.

My paper introduces another factor which contributes to impatience: the junior party

gets a bigger share of income (from ξ1 and ξ2) as long as it stays in offi ce, but duration

there is uncertain, as there is an exogenous probability of coalition breakage (δ). The

consequence is that not only incumbent big parties rush to make the most out of being

in offi ce, but junior parties do so as well31 .

Moreover, from the junior party’s perspective, uncertainty about survival in power

comes not only from δ(maj) and δ(min), but also from π(maj) and π(min), as if the

bigger party steps down and the coalition is dissolved, there is no guarantee that the

junior party will return to offi ce immediately, this time at the invitation of the newly

elected big party.

It should also be clear that there is no extra degree of impatience if there is a possibility

that the junior party will leave the coalition, but there is no power transfer; that is, when

at least one of π and δ is strictly less than one while ξ1 and ξ2 are both zero. In this case,

it does not matter for the smaller party whether or not it is included in the government:

31The decisions on consumption allocation, borrowing, and repayment or default are taken together by
the big party and the junior party in the case of coalition government.
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its consumption share will be the same, and hence, the allocation decision will not change

in moving from single-party government to coalition government.

Turning again to the bigger political parties, there is no extra impatience when there

is polarization, but not turnover; that is, θ 6= θ and π = 1. Then, the big incumbent is in

no rush to get the most from being in offi ce because it will never step down and end up

getting a smaller share of income.

A similar logic applies to the junior party: if at least one of ξ1 and ξ2 is strictly bigger

than 0 and π = δ = 1, there is no such rush because even though the junior party would

get less in the case it left the government, this case never happens: after a coalition is

formed, it would never break.

There is still another element of coalition impatience. If there is default or autarky,

and if there is either a single-party government, or the coalition has just broken, then

the agent "A with J" (and also the agent "B with J") knows a new coalition will not

be formed until at least the economy regains access to credit markets. This is because it

cannot be optimal to form a coalition during autarky, as will be later argued.

Hence, a coalition also needs to make the most of its time in power because it foresees

that, should default take place, and the coalition be dissolved for some (exogenous) reason,

it may be a relatively long time before the coalition is again in power.

The parameter µ, then, contributes to impatience as long as it is less than 1: if it is

1, the economy is able to borrow again already in the first period after default, and this

possibility reactivates the incentive for coalition formation.

Time-inconsistencies arise at least in two ways. First, directly from turnover and po-

larization, in a similar way to the workings of the models of Cuadra and Sapriza (2008),

and, for example, of Alesina and Tabellini (1990). Since the incumbent party doesn’t know

whether it will still be in power in the next period, it has an incentive to trade present con-

sumption for future consumption, which is done through indebtedness. However, should

it survive in power, its "future self" finds itself burdened by too much debt.

Also, for a combination of very low probabilities of survival in power, a very large

degree of polarization, and large debt, the temptation to default is very high. However,
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in the case the defaulting government actually stays in power in the following period, its

"future self" will not find optimal to having defaulted in the first place.

Furthermore, time-inconsistent preferences arise also from the other parameters (the

δs and the µ) that enter the "effective" discount factors, that is, those factors which

multiply terms belonging to the continuation value in an agent’s value function. Because

of those parameters, "effective" discount factors do not form a geometric sequence, and,

hence, time-inconsistent preferences arise.

The second manifestation of time-inconsistent preferences can be better understood

by considering a two-period version of the model. Considering the state variables in the

first period, it may be optimal for a big party to form a coalition. However, since there

can be no borrowing in the second period, the first period decision to form a coalition is

never optimal from the perspective of the "future self" of the big party.

2.6 Political transition probabilities

I model the interaction between legislative power and executive power as the combination

of two binary variables: M = maj ormin, and G = sin or coa. The first of these variables

describes whether the incumbent big party enjoys a majority of its own in the legislative

chamber; G describes the structure of the executive body: single-party or coalition. This

gives rise to four possible legislative-executive power combinations: single-party minority,

(min, sin); single-party majority, (maj, sin); minimal-winning coalition, (min, coa); and

surplus coalition, (maj, coa).

The motion from states (M,G) to (M ′, G′) depends on exogenous probabilities, and

on the future decision to form a coalition, which itself is dependent on the future level

of income (y′) and on the borrowing level decided on the present period (B′). This level

depends on present period income (y) and debt (B).

Let

P iMG,y,M ′G′ ≡ Pr [M ′, G′|i,M,G, y] (10)

be the probability of moving to states (M ′, G′) conditional on present period political

states being (M,G), income being y, and agent i being in power, i = A,AJ,B,BJ . For

economy of notation, I do not indicate the dependence on the level of debt. There are
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sixteen such probabilities.

These probabilities are needed as components for deriving the (present-period) proba-

bility of (next-period) sovereign default. Hence, I only derive them for the state in which

the economy has access to foreign credit.

The complete set of probabilities can be found in Appendix B; for illustration purposes,

I derive in this section the probability of moving from (maj, sin) to (maj, sin), and the

probability of moving from (maj, coa) to (maj, sin).

Let

Γi(y,B,M) =

 1 if coalition

0 otherwise
where i = A,B (11)

be some coalition formation rule.

Then, the political transition probability P i(maj,sin,y),(maj′,sin′) when agent i is in

power, with i = A,B, is:

P i(maj,sin,y),(maj′,sin′) ≡ Pr [maj′, sin′|i,maj, sin, y] =

=
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)


π(maj)× [1− Γi(y

′, B′i,maj)]

+ [1− π(maj)]× σ ×
[
1− Γj(y

′, B′j ,maj)
]
 .

(12)

Since the present-period government is single-party, the agent in charge can only be

A or B, not AJ , and not BJ . The coalition-formation decision in the following period

depends on present-period choice of bonds, B′, and on GDP level, y′, which in turn

depends on present-period GDP, y.

If the incumbent big party survives in power, their type of legislative support, maj or

min, stays the same by assumption; and the type of government, single-party or coalition,

remains sin depending on decision Γi(y
′, B′i,maj).

If the incumbent steps down, the new big party in government will enjoy a majority
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with probability σ. Its decision whether or not to form a coalition, Γj(.), depends on the

stock of bonds decided by the previous incumbent, B′i.

In the case of a symmetric equilibrium, ΓA(.) = ΓB(.) ≡ Γ(.). Then, the above

probability can be simplified to

P i(maj,sin,y),(maj′,sin′) = [π(maj) + (1− π(maj))× σ]
∑
y′

Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,maj)] .

(13)

The probability of moving from (maj, coa) to (maj, sin) in a symmetric equilibrium,

with i = AJ,BJ , is:

P i(maj,coa,y),(maj′,sin′) = π(maj) (1− δ(maj))

+ (1− π(maj))× σ
∑
y′

Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,maj)] . (14)

In moving from coalition government to single-party government, there are two pos-

sibilities: either the incumbent big party survives, and the coalition breaks, with the

probability of coalition breakage being 1 − δ(maj); or a power reshuffl e takes place, and

the new incumbent does not form a coalition.

2.7 Foreign lenders

Here, I make the same assumptions as in Arellano (2008) and Cuadra and Sapriza (2008)

with regard to the international credit market.

Foreign lenders are risk-neutral; have access to a risk-free rate rf ; have perfect infor-

mation with respect to all the state variables and parameters of the economy; and carry

their activity in a perfectly competitive setting.

Hence, in equilibrium, and considering default risk, the price of the one-period non-

contingent bond is such that expected profits are zero:

qi(B
′; y,M) =

1− λi(B′; y,M)

1 + rf
(15)

for i = A,AJ,B,BJ , where λi(B′; y,M) is today’s probability of sovereign default tomor-

row, which depends on bonds sold in the present period, and on the state variables (more
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about the probability of default below).

The bond price is indexed to the government composition. This means that I allow

bond prices to depend not only on states M = maj or min, and G = sin or coa, but

also on which of the two big parties holds power32 . It also allows for a little notational

parsimony, as an explicit indication of the state G can be avoided.

2.8 Probability of sovereign default

The (present-period) probability of (next-period) sovereign default, λ(.), is only mean-

ingful when the economy has access to foreign lending markets. It depends on the exact

government composition, on the corresponding sovereign default and debt issuance de-

cision rules, and on the political transition probabilities. Formally, λi = λi(B
′; y,M),

i = A,AJ,B,BJ (it does not depend on the stock of debt inherited from the previous

period).

Let

Di(y,B,M) =

 1 if default

0 otherwise
where i = A,AJ,B,BJ (16)

be some sovereign default rule (as in equation 15, there is no need to explicitly indicate

the dependence on G).

Besides the condition for a symmetric equilibrium stated in the previous section, I

add the symmetry condition that Di(.) = Dj(.) ≡ D(., sin) for i = A and j = B, and

that Di(.) = Dj(.) ≡ D(., coa) for i = AJ and j = BJ . In a symmetric equilibrium, the

default decision is the same for the two possible single-party governments, and it is the

same for the two possible coalition governments.

When agent i is in charge in the present period, with i = A,AJ,B,BJ (and the state

G being consistent with i), the probability of sovereign default in a symmetric equilibrium

is
32 In a symmetric equilibrium, the bond price for the single-party government case is the same whether

it is A or B the party holding power, and similarly for the coalition government case.
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λi(B
′; y,M) =

∑
y′

Q(y′|y)×



P i(M,G,y),(maj′,sin′) ×D(y′, B′,maj, sin)

+P i(M,G,y),(min′,sin′) ×D(y′, B′,min, sin)

+P i(M,G,y),(maj′,coa′) ×D(y′, B′,maj, coa)

+P i(M,G,y),(min′,coa′) ×D(y′, B′,min, coa)



. (17)

The probability of sovereign default is a function of B′, y, M and G. It is the average

decision to default weighted by the conditional probabilities of reaching the different

legislative-executive power combinations, and by the conditional probabilities of reaching

different GDP levels.

2.9 Summary

Nature plays first: if the economy is in autarky, nature determines whether or not the

economy regains access to the market; nature sets the GDP level for the period; it lets the

incumbent big party survive in power, or brings a new party in; if there is a new incumbent

in government, nature decides which legislative support it will enjoy in the parliament,

majority or minority; in case the previous incumbent survived, and a coalition had been

formed, nature keeps or breaks the coalition.

After these moves, a newly elected big party decides to form a coalition or stay as

single-party government; if there is any debt from previous periods, the big party alone,

or the coalition decides to repay or default; finally, if possible, government decides how

much to borrow, and how to redistribute the available resources.

In case a big party has survived from the previous period, and whether there is single-

party or a coalition, the government takes decisions in the same sequence: if applicable,

defaulting or not; if possible, borrowing; and redistribution.

Figures in Appendix C present the timing of play in extensive form.
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3 Equilibrium

3.1 Evaluation of scenarios

At any given period, the economy is characterized by a combination of different states:

GDP level, y; stock of foreign debt, B; the state of having access to credit, or being in

autarky, A = crd or aut; the support enjoyed by the incumbent big party in the legislative

body, M = maj or min; and the type of executive power, single-party government or

coalition, G = sin or coa.

As big parties are symmetric, I keep my focus on party A. I use the following con-

ventions: the superscript of a value function determines whose agent it is; a subscript

indicates the composition of the government; R refers to debt redemption, D to sovereign

default; S to single-party government, C to coalition government. In the case of con-

sumption, the superscript indicates who receives a given level of consumption, whereas

the subscript refers to the composition of the government, and an asterisk is used as a

mark of optimality.

For example, V DAJ
B (.) is how much the coalition of A with J (superscript) values the

scenario in which party B (subscript) is in government and has just decided to default.

Such value functions are necessary when the coalition of A and J considers the possibility

of being out of power.

There are thus direct value functions, and cross value functions: the former are the

value functions of agent i when i itself is in power; the latter are i’s value functions when

j is in power, with i 6= j.

As four different government compositions are possible, there are also four different

agents in the polity: A alone, A with J , B alone, and B with J .

Each of those agents must evaluate the value of debt repayment, and the value of

default, when each of the four possible government compositions is in place, and given

any combination of the states y, B, and M . This leads to a set of thirty-two basic value

functions, corresponding to the last branches of the game tree (cfr. table A1 in Appendix

A, and figures in Appendix C)33 .

33Because of symmetry, only sixteen of these value functions are needed when solving the model with
a computer.
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Those value functions are

V Rij(.) and V D
i
j(.) with i, j = A,AJ,B,BJ . (18)

At a higher level, corresponding to the previous moment in the time structure of the

model, each agent has to evaluate having the option itself between default or payback,

when that option is held by any of the four possible governments.

This option corresponds to the maximum of a pair of basic value functions, one for

default, the other for repayment. It is, thus, the value of coalition, or the value of single-

party government, across the four possible government types, and evaluated by each of the

four possible agents, given any combination of states (y,B,M) (cfr. table A2 in Appendix

A, and figures in Appendix C)34 .

Formally, the value functions are

V Sij(.) with i = A,AJ,B,BJ , j = A,B (19)

and

V Cij(.) with i = A,AJ,B,BJ , j = AJ,BJ . (20)

Since default is not a possible choice while in autarky, the value of having the option

to pay back or to default collapses, during autarky, into the respective value of default.

In a yet earlier moment, which occurs immediately after nature has played its moves,

a big party that finds itself as the sole member of government decides whether or not to

form a coalition.

The value of this option corresponds to the maximum between the value of coalition,

and the value of single-party government (cfr. table A3 in Appendix A, and figures in

Appendix C). It is thus the value itself of holding onto power given access to credit. Since

it is never optimal to form a coalition during autarky, as it will be argued below, the value

of holding onto power in autarky corresponds to the respective value of having decided to

34At this level, there are sixteen such value functions; because of symmetry, only eight are needed for
solving the model.
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default35 .

The decision to form a coalition or not is evaluated by the four different agents.

Formally,

V ij (.) with i = A,AJ,B,BJ and j = A,B. (21)

Appendix A summarizes the value functions which were used to solve the model. I

omit the value functions from the perspectives of party B, and of B with J because those

functions are symmetric to the ones presented.

The next two sections show the basic value functions from the perspective of big party

A alone, and from the perspective of the coalition of A with J .

3.1.1 Value of repayment, and value of default: big party perspective

The value for big party A of paying the extant debt, when the only party in government

is A itself, is given by:

V RAA(y,B,M) = max
CA,CB ,CJ ,B′

θu(CA) + θu(CB) + θJu(CJ)

+β
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)

π(M)V AA (y′, B′,M) + (1− π(M))

 σV AB (y′, B′,maj)

+ (1− σ)V AB (y′, B′,min)




s.to CA + CB + CJ = y +B − qA(B′; y,M)B́.

(22)

The first line of this expression is the period utility, which depends on consumption

shares; these depend on the available resources, determined by the budget constraint,

which itself depends on new debt issued.

The second term on the right-hand side of the equation is the continuation value. The

level of GDP in the following period depends on the present GDP level, according to the

Markov process Q(y′|y). In that period, big party A’s probability of surviving in power

35There are eight value functions at this level, and, due to symmetry, only four are used when solving
the model with a computer.
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is π(M). Should it survive, it will have the chance to choose between forming a coalition

or keeping its own single-party government. The value of this option is V AA (y′, B′,M).

In case big party A steps down from offi ce, with probability (1− π(M)), big party

B will step in. Party B wins elections with a majority of its own with probability σ,

and then chooses between single-party government, or coalition government. The value

of this option as seen by big party A is V AB (y′, B′,maj). Similarly, when big party B

wins elections with only minority support, the value of choosing government type from

the perspective of party A is V AB (y′, B′,min).

The value of sovereign default for party A when A’s single-party government is in

power is given by:

V DA
A(y,M) = max

CA,CB ,CJ
θu(CA) + θu(CB) + θJu(γCJ)

+βµ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V AA (y′, 0,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV AB (y′, 0,maj) + (1− σ)V AB (y′, 0,min)

)


+β (1− µ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V DA
A(y′,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV DA

B(y′,maj) + (1− σ)V DA
B(y′,min)

)


s.to. CA + CB + CJ = yaut.

(23)

This expression is similar to the previous one. The main differences are that the stock

of present debt is dropped, and the resources available to the economy are only yaut, as

the economy suffers a GDP cap à la Arellano, and the government cannot issue new debt.

The continuation value now has two parts: the first part corresponds to the case in

which the economy reenters borrowing markets in the following period, with probability

µ. In that case, whichever big party holds offi ce, it will face the possibility of creating a

coalition, while not having to pay any previous debt, hence the zeros.

The second part of the continuation value is the scenario in which the economy remains

in autarky, with probability 1−µ. The value of that situation for big party A when it stays
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in power is V DA
A(y′,M), which is the value of default with updated GDP level. During

autarky, it cannot be optimal to form a coalition, thus, the value of choosing between

government types collapses to the value of default.

The last line before the budget constraint is the case of power change. Similarly, under

autarky, it will not be optimal for the new governmental incumbent to form a coalition.

The value of repayment, and the value of default for big party B, when this is the only

party in government, are given by V RBB(y,B,M), and V DB
B(y,M). These value functions

are symmetric to the ones above (one only needs to interchange the "A"s and the "B"s).

Big party A also evaluates default and repayment when it is B the party in power.

The value of repayment for big party A when big party B is the sole party in government

is:

V RAB(y,B,M) = θu(C∗AB ) + θu(C∗BB ) + θJu(C∗JB )

+β
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V AB (y′, B′∗B ,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV AA (y′, B′∗B ,maj) + (1− σ)V AA (y′, B′∗B ,min)

)

(24)

where
{
C∗AB , C∗JB , C∗BB

}
and B′∗B are the optimal decisions taken by the government of

party B, which maximizes V RBB(y,B,M). Note that the weights in the first line corre-

spond to A’s preferences, as this value function pertains to that party, and not to the

agent in power (B).

From the perspective of party A, the value of party B having the choice of government

type in the following period is V AB (y′, B′∗B ,M). Should party B step down from government

in that period (this happens with probability 1 − π(M)), party A steps in and chooses

government type. In that scenario, party A will face a stock of debt equal to B′∗B .

In a similar way, the value of default from the perspective of party A, when party B

is in charge is given by:
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V DA
B(y,M) = θu(Caut∗AB ) + θu(Caut∗BB ) + θJu(γCaut∗JB )

+βµ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V AB (y′, 0,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV AA (y′, 0,maj) + (1− σ)V AA (y′, 0,min)

)


+β (1− µ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V DA
B(y′,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV DA

A(y′,maj) + (1− σ)V DA
A(y′,min)

)

(25)

where
{
Caut∗AB , Caut∗BB , Caut∗JB

}
is the optimal redistribution under autarky, decided by

the government of party B, which maximizes V DB
B(y,M).

Big partyB’s evaluation of big partyA’s repayment and default decisions are V RBA(y,B,M),

and V DB
A(y,M); they are symmetric to the two previous equations.

The big party A also evaluates the decisions taken by the coalition of itself with J ,

and the coalition of B and J . The value of debt redemption, in the perspective of A,

when such decision is taken by the coalition government of A and J is:

V RAAJ(y,B,M) = θu
(
C∗AAJ

)
+ θu

(
C∗BAJ

)
+ θJu

(
C∗JAJ

)

+β
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V CAAJ(y′, B′∗AJ ,M) + (1− δ(M))V SAA(y′, B′∗AJ ,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV AB (y′, B′∗AJ ,maj) + (1− σ)V AB (y′, B′∗AJ ,min)

)

(26)

where
{
C∗AAJ , C

∗B
AJ , C

∗J
AJ

}
and B′∗AJ are the optimal decisions taken by the government of

parties A and J , which maximize V RAJAJ (y,B,M).

In the case that party A stays in power in the following period, the coalition holds with

probability δ(M). Should this happen, the coalition will have the option of repayment or

default. The value of this option from party A’s perspective is V CAAJ(y′, B′∗AJ ,M).

If party A stays in power, and the coalition breaks, big party A will have to rule

the economy as a single-party government. The value of this situation is given by
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V SAA(y′, B′∗AJ ,M).

The value of default, from the perspective of A, with A and J in government is:

V DA
AJ(y,M) = θu(Caut∗AAJ ) + θu(Caut∗BAJ ) + θJu(γCaut∗JAJ )

+βµ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V RAAJ(y′, 0,M) + (1− δ(M))V RAA(y′, 0,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV AB (y′, 0,maj) + (1− σ)V AB (y′, 0,min)

)


+β (1− µ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V DA

AJ(y′,M) + (1− δ(M))V DA
A(y′,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV DA

B(y′,maj) + (1− σ)V DA
B(y′,min)

)

(27)

where
{
Caut∗AAJ , Caut∗BAJ , Caut∗JAJ

}
is the optimal redistribution under autarky, decided by

the coalition of A and J , which maximizes V DAJ
AJ (y,M).

After a default, and if the economy regains access to credit markets, default is not an

option and, thus, the value functions for that situation are formally the same as the value

functions for the redemption case, with B set to 0: V RAAJ(y′, 0,M), in the case of the

coalition holding, and V RAA(y′, 0,M), in the case of the coalition breaking.

The other big party also evaluates the decisions of repayment and default when

such decisions are taken by a coalition in which it takes part: V RBBJ(y,B,M), and

V DB
BJ(y,B,M), which are similar to the two value functions just presented.

Finally, big party A evaluates the decisions of the coalition of B and J . The value of

paying back debt is:

V RABJ(y,B,M) = θu
(
C∗ABJ

)
+ θu

(
C∗BBJ

)
+ θJu

(
C∗JBJ

)

+β
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V CABJ(y′, B′∗BJ ,M) + (1− δ(M))V SAB(y′, B′∗BJ ,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV AA (y′, B′∗BJ ,maj) + (1− σ)V AA (y′, B′∗BJ ,min)

)


(28)

and the value of default is:
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V DA
BJ(y,M) = θu

(
Caut∗ABJ

)
+ θu

(
Caut∗BBJ

)
+ θJu

(
γCaut∗JBJ

)

+βµ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V RABJ(y′, 0,M) + (1− δ(M))V RAB(y′, 0,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV AA (y′, 0,maj) + (1− σ)V AA (y′, 0,min)

)


+β (1− µ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V DA

BJ(y′,M) + (1− δ(M))V DA
B(y′,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV DA

A(y′,maj) + (1− σ)V DA
A(y′,min)

)

.

(29)

Symmetrically, the value of redemption and default from B’s point of view, when A

and J hold onto power, are V RBAJ(y,B,M) and V DB
AJ(y,M).

3.1.2 Value of repayment, and value of default: coalition perspective

This section takes the perspective of agent "A plus J".

The value of debt repayment, when big party A shares power with the junior party, is

given by:

V RAJAJ (y,B,M) = max
CA,CB ,CJ ,B′

(
θ − ξ1

)
u(CA)+(θ − ξ2)u(CB)+(θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u(CJ)

+β
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V CAJAJ (y′, B′,M) + (1− δ(M))V SAJA (y′, B′,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV AJB (y′, B′,maj) + (1− σ)V AJB (y′, B′,min)

)


s.to. CA + CB + CJ = y +B − qAJ(B′; y,M)B́.

(30)

The value for the coalition when it has the option to repay or default is given by

V CAJAJ (y′, B′,M) in the following period; the value for A and J when the single-party

government of A has that option is V SAJA (y′, B′,M).

The value of default, when big party A shares power with the junior party, is given

by:
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V DAJ
AJ (y,M) = max

CA,CB ,CJ

(
θ − ξ1

)
u(CA) + (θ − ξ2)u(CB) + (θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u(γCJ)

+βµ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V RAJAJ (y′, 0,M) + (1− δ(M))V RAJA (y′, 0,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV AJB (y′, 0,maj) + (1− σ)V AJB (y′, 0,min)

)


+β (1− µ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V DAJ

AJ (y′,M) + (1− δ(M))V DAJ
A (y′,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV DAJ

B (y′,maj) + (1− σ)V DAJ
B (y′,min)

)


s.to. CA + CB + CJ = yaut.

(31)

The default and payback values when the coalition of B and J is in power, from B

and J’s perspective, are symmetric to the two value functions above, and represented by

V DBJ
BJ (y,M), and V RAJAJ (y,B,M).

Each coalition also evaluates the policies of the other coalition. Correspondingly, there

are for such functions: V RAJBJ(y,B,M), V DAJ
BJ(y,M), V RBJAJ (y,B,M), and V DBJ

AJ (y,M).

The first pair of these is presented below, while the second pair is derived by symmetry.

V RAJBJ(y,B,M) =
(
θ − ξ1

)
u(C∗ABJ) + (θ − ξ2)u(C∗BBJ) + (θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u(C∗JBJ)

+β
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V CAJBJ (y′, B′∗BJ ,M) + (1− δ(M))V SAJB (y′, B′∗BJ ,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV AJA (y′, B′∗BJ ,maj) + (1− σ)V AJA (y′, B′∗BJ ,min)

)


(32)

and

V DAJ
BJ(y,M) =

(
θ − ξ1

)
u(Caut∗ABJ ) + (θ − ξ2)u(Caut∗BBJ ) + (θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u(γCaut∗JBJ )

+βµ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V RAJBJ(y′, 0,M) + (1− δ(M))V RAJB (y′, 0,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV AJA (y′, 0,maj) + (1− σ)V AJA (y′, 0,min)

)


+β (1− µ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)
(
δ(M)V DAJ

BJ(y′,M) + (1− δ(M))V DAJ
B (y′,M)

)
+ (1− π(M))

(
σV DAJ

A (y′,maj) + (1− σ)V DAJ
A (y′,min)

)

.

(33)
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The coalition of A and J also evaluates the policies taken by party A alone:

V RAJA (y,B,M) =
(
θ − ξ1

)
u(C∗AA ) + (θ − ξ2)u(C∗BA ) + (θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u(C∗JA )

+β
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V AJA (y′, B′∗A ,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV AJB (y′, B′∗A ,maj) + (1− σ)V AJB (y′, B′∗A ,min)

)

(34)

and

V DAJ
A (y,M) =

(
θ − ξ1

)
u
(
Caut∗AA

)
+(θ − ξ2)u

(
Caut∗BA

)
+(θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u

(
γCaut∗JA

)

+βµ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V AJA (y′, 0,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV AJB (y′, 0,maj) + (1− σ)V AJB (y′, 0,min)

)


+β (1− µ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V DAJ
A (y′,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV DAJ

B (y′,maj) + (1− σ)V DAJ
B (y′,min)

)

(35)

The value of debt repayment, and of default from B plus J’s point of view, when B

alone holds power, is V RBJB (y,B,M), and V DBJ
B (y,M).

Finally, the coalition of one big party with the junior party evaluates the policies of the

other big party alone. There are four such functions: V RAJB (y,B,M), and V DAJ
B (y,M),

which are presented below; V RBJA (y,B,M), and V DBJ
A (y,M), which are deduced by

symmetry.

V RAJB (y,B,M) =
(
θ − ξ1

)
u(C∗AB ) + (θ − ξ2)u(C∗BB ) + (θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u(C∗JB )

+β
∑
y′

Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V AJB (y′, B′∗B ,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV AJA (y′, B′∗B ,maj) + (1− σ)V AJA (y′, B′∗B ,min)

)

(36)
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and

V DAJ
B (y,M) =

(
θ − ξ1

)
u
(
Caut∗AB

)
+(θ − ξ2)u

(
Caut∗BB

)
+(θJ + ξ1 + ξ2)u

(
γCaut∗JB

)

+βµ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V AJB (y′, 0,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV AJA (y′, 0,maj) + (1− σ)V AJA (y′, 0,min)

)


+β (1− µ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)

 π(M)V DAJ
B (y′,M)

+ (1− π(M))
(
σV DAJ

A (y′,maj) + (1− σ)V DAJ
A (y′,min)

)

(37)

3.2 Optimal decisions

In defining the decisions of agents, I follow backward induction.

The last decision is on the consumption allocation, which depends on available re-

sources, given by (4) when the economy enjoys access to foreign credit, and by (5) when

the economy is in autarky. If there is access to credit, the government also chooses how

much to borrow in the foreign market.

In case of access to the credit market, and given a decision to repay debt, each of the

four government types chooses an optimal consumption allocation

C∗i (y,B,M) =
{
C∗Ai , C∗Bi , C∗Ji

}
where i = A,AJ,B,BJ (38)

and an optimal level of borrowing

B′∗i (y,B,M) = B′∗i where i = A,AJ,B,BJ (39)

by way of maximization of the respective V Rii(y,B,M), which is the value of debt re-

demption from the perspective of agent i, when it is i itself who is in power.

In case of autarky, or after deciding for default, each of the four government types

chooses an optimal allocation
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Caut∗i (y,M) =
{
Caut∗Ai , Caut∗Bi , Caut∗Ji

}
where i = A,AJ,B,BJ (40)

from the maximization of V Di
i(y,M).

When there is access to credit, and B < 0 (government is indebted), and before the

decisions are made to issue new debt and to redistribute available resources, each of the

four government types optimally chooses to redeem debt, or to default:

D∗i (y,B,M) =

 1 if V Di
i(y,M) > V Rii(y,B,M)

0 otherwise
where i = A,AJ,B,BJ . (41)

Note that the state variable G = sin or coa is already implicit on the agent taking the

decision, i.

The optimal default decision solves the problem

V Sii(y,B,M) = max
{
V Rii(y,B,M), V Di

i(y,M)
}
with i = A,B (42)

in case of single-party government, and

V Cjj (y,B,M) = max
{
V Rjj(y,B,M), V Dj

j (y,M)
}
with j = AJ,BJ (43)

when there is a coalition in power36 .

Whether newly appointed to government, or after surviving in power and starting a

period in a single-party government, each of the two big parties chooses optimally between

forming a coalition, or ruling in a single-party government:

Γ∗i (y,B,M) =

 1 if V CiiJ(y,B,M) > V Sii(y,B,M)

0 otherwise
where i = A,B. (44)

This decision is only relevant in the case of access to markets, as it cannot be optimal

to form a coalition when the economy is in autarky. This is because a coalition implies

36 I assume that, in case of indifference between default and repayment, governments choose repayment.
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less consumption for the big party, but it can bring it no benefit during autarky, as it

is then not possible to issue debt and, hence, there is no way to benefit from the higher

bond price which would result from the presence of the junior party in the coalition.

Also, by assumption, the coalition decision is not available immediately after a coalition

breaks. In such case, there will be a single-party government for the period, and a coalition

may be formed only in the next period. Should access to credit be regained in the following

period, the same big party or a new one will then be able to form a coalition prior to new

debt issuance.

The optimal coalition formation decision is the solution to the problem37 :

V ii (y,B,M) = max
{
V Sii(y,B,M), V Cii (y,B,M)

}
with i = A,B. (45)

3.3 Definition of equilibrium

A recursive equilibrium is defined as

• a set of value functions V Rij(y,B,M) and V Di
j(y,M), for i, j = A,AJ,B,BJ ;

• a set of value functions V Sij(y,B,M), for i = A,AJ,B,BJ , j = A,B; and V Cij(y,B,M),

for i = A,AJ,B,BJ , j = AJ,BJ ;

• a set of value functions V ij (y,B,M), for i = A,AJ,B,BJ , j = A,B;

• a set of consumption policies C∗i (y,B,M), for i = A,AJ,B,BJ ; and Caut∗i (y,M),

for i = A,AJ,B,BJ ;

• a set of bond policies B′∗i (y,B,M), for i = A,AJ,B,BJ ;

• a set of default policies D∗i (y,B,M), for i = A,AJ,B,BJ ;

• a set of coalition formation policies Γ∗i (y,B,M), for i = A,B,

such that given bond price function qi(B′; y,M) for i = A,AJ,B,Bj, and given the

policies of all other agents in the economy

37 I assume that, in case of indifference between single-party government and coalition, big parties choose
single-party government.
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• C∗i (y,B,M) and B′∗i (y,B,M) solve the maximization problem in V Rii(y,B,M), for

i = A,AJ,B,BJ ;

• Caut∗i (y,M) solves the maximization problem in V Di
i(y,M), for i = A,AJ,B,BJ ;

• for i = A,B, D∗i (y,B,M) solves the maximization problem in V Sii(y,B,M);

• for j = AJ,BJ , D∗j (y,B,M) solves the maximization problem in V Cjj (y,B,M);

• for i = A,B, Γ∗i (y,B,M) solves the maximization problem in V ii (y,B,M)

with qi(B′; y,M), for i = A,AJ,B,BJ being such that it depends on the probability

of sovereign default λi(B′; y,M), for i = A,AJ,B,BJ , and international lenders get

zero-expected profits, with λi(B′; y,M) depending on the above defined D∗i (y,B,M) for

i = A,AJ,B,BJ , and on the above defined Γ∗i (y,B,M), for i = A,B.

A symmetric recursive equilibrium is a recursive equilibrium characterized by

• C∗i (y,B,M) = C∗j (y,B,M), for i = A and j = B; C∗h(y,B,M) = C∗k(y,B,M), for

h = AJ and k = BJ ;

• Caut∗i (y,M) = Caut∗j (y,M), for i = A and j = B; Caut∗h (y,M) = Caut∗k (y,M), for

h = AJ and k = BJ ;

• B′∗i (y,B,M) = B′∗j (y,B,M), for i = A and j = B; B′∗h (y,B,M) = B′∗k (y,B,M),

for h = AJ and k = BJ ;

• D∗i (y,B,M) = D∗j (y,B,M), for i = A and j = B; D∗h(y,B,M) = D∗k(y,B,M), for

h = AJ and k = BJ ; and

• Γ∗i (y,B,M) = Γ∗j (y,B,M), for i = A and j = B,

all of which are such that when all the other agents play the implied strategies above,

it is optimal for any agent to also play its above-implied strategy.

In a symmetric equilibrium, by definition the two single-party governments follow the

same strategy; and the coalition of A and J follows the same strategy of the coalition of B

with J . As a consequence, the two possible single-party governments face the same bond

price schedule, and the two possible coalition governments also face a common coalition

bond price schedule.
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4 Quantitative analysis

I solve the model numerically in order to obtain business cycle statistics, both general,

and conditional on government type, and quantitative predictions about the frequency

of sovereign default, the frequency of coalition formation, and the frequency of coalition

formation conditional on type of parliamentary support: majority (surplus coalition), or

minority (minimal-winning coalition).

Two guiding principles were followed when calibrating the model: similarity with the

parameter values used in the related literature; and relation with values estimated from

data.

The database from Cheibub et al. (2004) was used to obtain estimates of the political

dynamics parameters (the πs, the δs, and σ). This database includes information on the

political party composition of government, and opposition for most countries in the world

for the period 1946-1999. My model presupposes that governments may be required to

step down in a regular way at any period; hence, it is most suitable for parliamentary,

or mixed systems. For this reason, I have excluded those observations in the database

pertaining to dictatorships and presidential systems. Details and discussion on parameter

estimation are found in Appendix D.

The following table presents the parameters used in solving the model, and also the

parameters used in the papers that are the most comparable to mine. The calibration is

quarterly.
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Table 1 - Parameters

Parameter Source

Risk aversion η 2 CS, A: 2; CSS: 2

Discount factor β 0.94 CS, A: 0.953; CSS: 0.97

Endowment process ρy 0.945 CS, A: 0.945; CSS: 0.85

σy 0.025 CS, A: 0.025; CSS: 0, 006

Incumbent big party θ 0.61 CS: 0.62

Other big party θ 0.37 CS: only one more party: 0.38

Junior party θJ 0.02

Power transf. from incumbent ξ1 0.002

Power transf. from other ξ2 0.002

GDP loss φ 0.9 CS, A: 0.969; CSS: 0.99

Specific junior loss γ 0.85

Re-entry probability µ 0.282 CS, A: 0.282; CSS: 0.1

Majority win σ 0.5

Survival in power if majority π(maj) 0.97 Data; CS: π = 0.9

Survival in power if minority π(min) 0.94

Coalition holding if majority δ(maj) 0.91 Data

Coalition holding if minority δ(min) 0.94 Data

Risk-free rate rf 0.017 CS, A: 0.017; CSS: 0.01

CS: Cuadra and Sapriza (2008); A: Arellano (2008); CSS: Cuadra et al. (2010).

Data: values were estimated using the data from Cheibub et al. (2004).

Many parameters are the same as in Arellano (2008), and in Cuadra and Sapriza

(2008). Those authors calibrate their models to reflect Argentinian business cycle proper-

ties, and the respective default rate, and they provide detailed motivation for parameter

choice. I follow this same calibration when setting the values for the endowment process,

ρy, and σy. Parameters from Cuadra et al. (2010) are also presented; these authors match

their model with Mexican data.
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As is rather common in the sovereign default literature, β is relatively small for quar-

terly data. The weight of the junior party in the social welfare function was chosen by

drawing 1% from the weights of the two big parties in Cuadra and Sapriza (2008). The

total transfer of power to the junior party, while seemingly small in absolute terms, corre-

sponds to a 20% increase in power. The specific consumption loss suffered by the junior

party when default takes place or there is autarky is 15%.

From the dataset, I calculate the average duration of big party majority spells, and

of big party minority spells. The former is the average time a political party remains in

power as the biggest party in the government, conditional on having a majority of its own

in the first period; the latter is similar, but conditional on not having a majority of its

own.

The computed values were 8.1, and 4.9 years. These are simple average durations,

calculated across developed and developing countries. The majority status of the biggest

party was allowed to change within one spell. By assumption, this cannot happen in the

model: while in power, a big party always keeps its maj or min status. For this reason, it

may be that those figures overestimate the spells with which the model is concerned, which

are precisely defined as the average duration in power of a big party given no changes to

the majority status.

The parameter π(maj) = 0.97 implies that the probability of staying in power is

approximately 8.1 years, while π(min) = 0.94 leads to an average duration of 3.9 years.

This value is kept lower than the respective estimate in order for the model to generate a

relative frequency of minimum-winning coalitions of at least 1%.

The average durations of two other types of political spells were calculated from the

dataset: surplus coalition spells, and minimum-winning coalition spells. Among other

criteria (cfr. Appendix D), these spells are defined such that the biggest party in the

cabinet remains the same. The respective values are 2.5, and 4 years. These estimates

confirm the postulate that surplus coalitions are weaker than minimum-winning coalitions,

which is also confirmed by the evidence presented in Lijphart (1984). The parameter

values δ(maj), and δ(min) are consistent with the estimates and are set to 2.5, and 3.9

respectively.

The probability of winning a majority, σ, is 50%. This facilitates the comparison of
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policy outcomes across the states maj and min, as any differences across the two cannot

stem from one being more likely than the other, should that actually matter somehow.

As a reference, the proportion of big party changes in which the new incumbent enjoys a

majority of its own in the first period in power is 36% in the data. This number, however,

was calculated without controlling for the electoral system, and the number of political

parties.

The following section presents and discusses the main results.

5 Results

I simulate the model 10000 times; each simulation is 400 periods long, corresponding to a

100-year period. For all simulations, a country begins with no stock of debt, with access

to credit markets, and with a single-party minority government. It is not possible to

form a coalition in the first period. The initial income level is randomly assigned from

the limiting distribution of the Markov transition matrix which is associated with the

parameters of the AR(1) GDP process.

The following section presents the basic business cycle results; the next section provides

a detailed analysis of business cycles for each type of government; and the final section

briefly deals with different parameterizations.

5.1 General business cycle statistics

When generating the simulated data, I have used this convention: "debt" is recorded as

0 in the period after the decision to default, and in periods of autarky, and as a positive

number in the period when default takes place; "borrowing" is recorded as NaN in the

period when default is decided, and in periods of autarky.

Business cycle statistics are presented in the next table38 .

38The model results found by Arellano (2008), Cuadra and Sapriza (2008), and Cuadra et al. (2010)
provide an interesting benchmark, although they are not fully comparable to mine because in all those
papers model data have been logged and filtered, and also because only the 74 periods prior to each
default in their simulations were considered (50 in case of Cuadra et al., 2010).
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Table 2 - Model Business Cycle Statistics

Model

Mean interest rate 2.06%

Mean interest rate (annualized) 8.51%

σ(annual interest rate) 2.79%

ρ(annual interest rate, GDP) −27.10%

ρ(aggregate consumption, GDP) 96.24%

σ(aggregate consumption)/σ(GDP) 1.09

ρ(agg. consumption, annual int. rate) −39.17%

ρ(trade balance, GDP) −15.53%

ρ(trade balance, annual. int. rate) 52.67%

ρ(borrowing, GDP) 89.41%

Mean debt (percent potential output) 16.70

Mean debt as % of GDP 16.28%

Mean default rate 1.34%

Mean coalition formation rate 4.21%

surplus 2.73%

minimum-winning 1.48%

After default, and in autarky, aggregate consumption is CA+CB+γCJ .

Interest rates are countercyclical, and so is the trade balance; hence, an above-average

GDP is associated with higher borrowing at more favorable terms.

As access to borrowing is easier when it is less needed, that is, for high levels of GDP,

consumption and GDP turn out to be highly correlated. This indicates a low level of
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consumption smoothing.

The mean debt-to-GDP ratio resulting from my simulations is closer to the Argentinian

figure, which is 48.79%, than the values found in Arellano (2008), and in Cuadra and

Sapriza (2008). My model is able to generate much higher levels of indebtedness than the

levels found in those two models, and the mean debt levels in my paper are much closer

to the levels observed in emerging market economies because while Cuadra and Sapriza

(2008), Arellano (2008) and my paper all have an income cost of default, and exclusion

from borrowing markets both after default and during autarky, my paper also models the

asymmetrical impact default is likely to have across different groups in society. Moreover,

my model allows for coalition formation which works as a commitment device for debt

repayment, thus helping to sustain larger debt stocks.

Figure 1: Bond Price, Single-Party Majority

Figure 1 shows the bond price schedule for the single-party majority case; two different

levels of GDP are shown. Prices decrease with the level of borrowing, and are much less

favorable for smaller levels of GDP, as in both cases the incentives to default in the

next period are stronger. Bond price schedules for the other forms of government are

qualitatively similar.
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In case of a high level of GDP, the bond price schedule is almost flat at about 0.9833,

which corresponds to the risk-free interest rate. This is usually the case, as the probability

of defaulting in the following period for all the four types of government is zero for a large

area of the state space which includes the higher GDP levels, as is shown in figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Probability of Default

In that figure, the probability of default in the next period depends on the political

states (majority or minority, single-party or coalition), on the present level of GDP, and

on borrowing. Zero probability of default is represented in white, which occupies the areas

of high GDP, and of low borrowing. Certain default corresponds to black, and it covers

the "very high borrowing-low to very low GDP" region, the "moderate borrowing-very

low GDP region", and the "low borrowing-very low GDP" case.

Returning to Table 2, the default rate implies that there is on average 1.34 default

occurrences every 100 years, which is lower than the model rates in Arellano (2008), and

Cuadra and Sapriza (2008). While the general GDP loss and the re-entry probability are

the same in this and their models, mine adds another GDP default loss: the specific junior

party cost, γ. Its effect is to decrease the default rate, while supporting a higher average

level of debt.

On average, a coalition is formed 4.2 times in a 100-year period; the percent of time

under coalitional government is 8.7% (cfr. table 4 infra). The model, thus, succeeds in

generating a high frequency of coalitional government, even though the enhancing survival
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in power motive for coalition formation is excluded by design. This is a first sign of the

importance of the coalition buys commitment effect.

The 4.2 mean actually underestimates the likelihood a coalition is formed, because

in calculating that mean, I count in the denominator those periods in which a coalition

cannot be formed (either because it has already been formed, or because it is an autarky

period).

The final lines of Table 2 show that in a 100-year period, surplus coalitions are formed

on average 2.7 times, while the average number of minimum-winning coalitions is 1.5. By

assumption, big parties with a majority last longer in power, and thus, the polity will be

under a majority for approximately 63.2% of the time (cfr. table 4 infra), even though

the probability of majority is 50%. Hence, one reason the number of surplus coalitions

is higher than that of minimum-winning coalitions is that the country spends more time

under majority rule than under minority rule.

5.2 Business cycle and type of government

As aforementioned, there are four types of government, corresponding to the possible

combinations of executive power structure and legislative power structure: single-party

minority, also called "minority government"; coalition minority, or "minimum-winning

coalition"; single-party majority, or "majority of one"; and coalition majority, also known

as "surplus coalition".

The executive power decides on redistribution, on borrowing, on the repayment or

default decision, and in case of single-party government, it also decides on coalition for-

mation; the legislative power determines exogenously (as "nature") whether there is power

turnover, and a whether a coalition holds or breaks. In case of turnover, voters decide

exogenously, also as "nature", whether the new incumbent will have a majority or not.

The first main political-economic result is that the difference in bond price schedules,

i.e. across the space (y,B′), between coalition government and single-party government

is always positive or zero. As average GDP is standardized to 1, the average ceteris

paribus price difference corresponds to slightly more than 2% of the average GDP (cfr.

table 3). Hence, coalition governments are offered significantly more favorable
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borrowing terms than single-party governments.

Table 3 - Bond Prices: Coalition vs. Single-Party

Majority Minority

Maximum difference 0.7320 0.7328

Average difference 0.0228 0.0229

Minimum difference 0.0000 0.0000

This result is directly connected to figure 2, as bond prices are a simple function of

the probability of default. Since the probability of default, conditional on y, B′, and maj

or min, is never bigger for coalition than for single-party, coalitions always have access to

borrowing terms which are at least as good as those offered to single-party governments.

Coalitions are more likely to honor their debt, hence, they benefit from better borrow-

ing terms. In short, coalitions buy commitment.

To understand the mechanics at play, let’s consider two extreme scenarios, and what

happens to the junior party’s utility in case either a single-party government defaults, or

a coalition government takes that decision.

In both scenarios, θJ and γ are 0, which means that the junior party has no political

power of its own, and the specific default (or autarky) cost is set to maximum. The

difference between scenarios is that in the first one, ξ1 = ξ2 = 0, while in the second at

least one of ξ1 and ξ2 is strictly positive; that is, the junior party may have some political

power only in the second scenario.

In the first scenario, default entails no utility loss for the junior party whether this

party is in offi ce or not, because according to the optimal allocation, it gets 0 consumption

in both types of government and in both situations of access to markets and autarky39 .

In the second scenario, default brings no utility loss for the junior party but only

in case of single-party government, because in this case junior party’s consumption is 0

39Zero consumption leads to −∞ utility; with θJ = 0, an indeterminacy emerges. To keep the argument
simple, I ignore this indeterminacy. Stating that in both scenarios θJ is a positive infinitesimal (together
with some minor changes) solves the problem, while preserving the logic of the argument. Alternatively,
one can modify the social welfare function in such a way that, when θJ = 0, the junior party’s utility is
dropped from it unless there is a coalition and ξ1 + ξ2 > 0.
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whether there is default or not. However, choosing default does hurt the junior party in

case of coalition government, because its optimal consumption is 0 under autarky (due to

γ being zero), but it is strictly positive otherwise. Then, including the junior party in the

coalition provides a disincentive to default only in the second scenario.

Moreover, in the second scenario, default hurts as well the other two parties, but

only "indirectly", because the government has to compensate the junior party for its loss,

and compensation implies shifting some income away from the bigger parties and to the

smaller one.

Hence, γ must be strictly smaller than 1, and ξ1 + ξ2 must be strictly bigger than

0 in order for the coalition buys commitment effect to be in place; with such parameter

conditions, the disincentives to default are bigger once the junior party joins the coalition.

Figure 3 shows the bond price difference between coalition government and single-

party government, in the case of majority, and for three levels of borrowing: 7, 16, and

23 percent of potential output. The coalition effect on bond prices is stronger in the case

of very low GDP and a low level of borrowing, in the case of low GDP and a moderate

level of borrowing, and in the case of GDP below but close to potential and high levels of

borrowing.

Figure 3: Coalition - Single Party Bond Price Difference, Majority

The level of GDP that maximizes the price difference gets closer to potential GDP,
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when moving from low to high borrowing. This means that the price benefit enjoyed by

coalitions depends on a strict negotiation involving GDP and borrowing levels: coalitions

face better borrowing conditions than single-party governments, but as they want to

borrow more, the GDP must also help in order to sustain a benefit for the coalition.

Otherwise, if the GDP is either too high or too low for a given level of borrowing, coalitions

do not enjoy any price benefit: in the case of relatively very high (very low) GDP, the

probability of default in the following period is very low (very high) for both types of

government, and thus there is no price difference.

Furthermore, the maximum price difference decreases with the level of borrowing.

Hence, coalitions are the most helpful in bringing interest rates down in sit-

uations of large economic contractions, but with relatively small borrowing

needs. This is likely the case when the stock of debt is relatively small, as debt and

borrowing are highly correlated (correlation is 96%), and there is an unexpectedly harsh

negative shock to the economy.

I present in table 4 the average relative frequency of each type of government across

simulations (each observation corresponds to a quarter):

Table 4 - Type of Government Frequency

Sing. Maj. Sing. Min. Coal. Maj. Coal. Min.

Mean relative frequency 57.54% 33.72% 5.66% 3.09%

Single Party Coalition

Mean relative frequency

during majority 91.15% 8.85%

during minority 91.92% 8.08%

It should be no surprise that the economy is governed most of the time by single-party

governments. Under coalition government, the consumption allocation depends on the
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political weights θ− ξ1, θ− ξ2, and θJ + ξ1 + ξ2, whereas in single-party government, the

allocation is determined by the very preferences of the big party, represented by θ, θ, and

θJ . That is, the preferences of the government are aligned with the preferences of the big

party in case of a single-party cabinet.

This means that, in the eyes of the big party, a coalition government represents a

distortion in the redistributive decision. Hence, the big party only chooses to form a

coalition if the benefits more than compensate the coalition redistributive distortion.

These benefits can only stem from the coalition buys commitment effect, as there are

no other positive effects for the big party from coalition formation. For example, the

incentives to form a coalition in order to enhance survivability or governability have been

purposely left out of the model.

The evidence that coalitions are indeed formed is proof of the strength of the coalition

effect. This effect seems particularly strong given that the total power transfer parameter

(ξ1 + ξ2) was set at a seemingly very low value, 0.4%40 .

The model is able to generate minimal-winning coalitions, and surplus coalitions. In

fact, from table 4, while the probability of majority is identical to the probability of

minority (as σ = 0.5), surplus coalitions are more frequent than minimal-winning

coalitions.

This is due to two reasons: first, even though σ = 0.5, the polity is more likely to stay

in maj than in min simply because big parties last longer in power when they have a

majority. Second, the incentives to form coalitions are likely to be stronger in the majority

case, as it is suggested by the conditional frequency of coalitions, which is slightly higher

under majority than under minority.

Minority big parties are more impatient than majority big parties because their odds

of staying in power are less favorable. Hence, minority big parties place a bigger weight in

the present period redistributive distortion stemming from coalition formation than big

parties with a majority; but, for the same reason, minority big parties also place more

40 It is true that with γ at 0.85, default implies a large direct cost to the junior party, and also indirect
costs to the other parties due to a redistributive effect, as the optimal allocation in case of default must
provide some extra consumption to the junior party in order to (partially) compensate it for its 15%
consumption loss. But these effects take place equally in both single-party and coalition governments.
Hence, in order to think about the relative magnitude of the coalition buys commitment eff ect, one should
consider only the power transfer parameters, not γ. (Nevertheless, γ < 1 is a necessary condition for such
effect to exist).
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weight on the present-period benefits from the coalition-buys-commitment effect, as a

higher borrowing price means higher total income in the present period.

That the frequency of coalitions is higher given majority suggests, then, that it is

easier for the coalition-buys-commitment effect to become stronger than the coalition

redistributive distortion as parties become more patient.

A relevant conjecture is, then, that the ratio between coalition benefits and costs for

political parties increases with the probability of survival, and possibly with any factors

leading to more patience. Lower political turnover (that is, high πs) should lead to

a higher frequency of coalition formation ceteris paribus41 . In other words, when the

leading political party is more patient or is more keen on the longer-run perspective, then

coalitions are more likely to be formed.

There are yet other dynamic costs and benefits from coalition formation, which are

perceived differently depending on the level of big party impatience. In the extreme

scenario of δ(maj) = δ(min) = 1, forming a coalition leads, in the next period or periods

to a certain redistributive cost, but to uncertain benefits, because there is uncertainty

whether the economic and political states of the economy tomorrow would justify the

coalition in the eyes of the big party. This logic applies as well to the δ(maj), δ(min) < 1

case, but the effect is stronger the higher the δs.

This dynamic effect is likely to play against coalition formation in a stronger way the

more patient a big party is, as an extremely impatient big party will enjoy the present

benefits of coalition formation without concern for any future costs of being locked in an

undesirable coalition.

The next table presents business cycle statistics which are conditional on type of

government:

41This is a testable empirical question. It is not a trivial one due to reverse causality: coalitions
themselves might contribute to lower turnover.
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Table 5 - Business Cycle and Type of Government

Sing. Maj. Sing. Min. Coal. Maj. Coal. Min.

Mean interest rate (annualized) 8.32% 8.27% 10.81% 10.52%

σ(annual interest rate) 2.61% 2.43% 3.14% 2.41%

ρ(borrowing, GDP) 87.34% 85.50% 86.97% 87.17%

Mean borrowing 16.98 16.69 15.90 15.73

Mean debt as % of GDP 16.29% 16.27% 16.37% 16.25%

Mean borrowing as percent of potential output.

Even though price schedules on the space (y,B′) are more favorable to coalitions, they

will pay on average about 2.5% higher interest rates on the equilibrium path, as coalitions

are formed precisely during those circumstances when interest rate upward pressure is

strongest: low output, and high debt (cfr. table 6). This is when it becomes more

pressing to access funds at more favorable conditions, which is achieved by coalitions.

The formation of coalitions, then, contributes to support consumption during economic

hardship.

However, the correlation between borrowing and GDP is almost the same across single-

party majority and coalition majority, and it is even higher in the case of coalition minority

when compared to single-party minority. This is because coalitions borrow much more

than single-party governments during the best economic conditions (high GDP, low stock

of debt), as portrayed in figure 4.

Overall, debt as a percentage of GDP is similar across all types of government42 .

42Alesina and Perotti (1995) claim coalition governments accumulate more debt mostly because the
negotiations within a multi-party government end up delaying any fiscal adjustments. References therein
confirm that, controlling for many factors, the bigger the coalition in terms of number of parties, the
bigger the public debt. These findings do not contradict my model, as the only available asset here is
a one-period bond, and, thus, debt accumulation is possible only in a very limited sense, and as the
complexities of negotiation within a coalition are beyond the scope of the model. Furthermore, as my
paper shows that coalitions have access to more favorable borrowing conditions, it suggests that, in a
richer model, coalitions may very well accumulate larger stocks of debt than single-party governments.
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Figure 4: Borrowing Policy

For most, if not all, combinations of GDP and stock of debt levels, the optimal policies

imply that coalitions borrow more than single-party governments. This is not only because

they have access to lower interest rates, but also because of more impatience. The coali-

tion discount factors are lower than single-party governments’: π (maj)× δ (maj)× β <

π (maj)β, and π (min)× δ (min)× β < π (min)× β. Hence, coalitions are willing to pay

higher interest rates because they are more impatient than single-party governments: the

unconditional probability one coalition holds, π (M)×δ (M), is lower than the probability

that a single-party government stays in power, π (M)43 .

Nevertheless, over time and across simulations, mean (absolute) borrowing turns out

to be lower in the case of coalition government. Even though this type of government

borrows more than a single-party government for most of the (y,B) space, it is the case

that, given the exogenous stream of y, and the endogenous sequence of B, which depends

on type of government, the equilibrium path of a coalition involves lower borrowing levels

(cfr. the penultimate row of table 5). This is because those few combinations of GDP

and debt levels for which the coalition government borrows less than the single-party

government are very likely to occur, as they involve GDP at the potential level, and very

high indebtedness.

43 δ(M) is the conditional probability that one coalition holds, that is, conditional to the bigger party
surviving in power.
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Table 6 - Coalition Formation

Mean GDP Mean debt

all coalitions 0.9672 22

if majority 0.9672 22

if minority 0.9672 22

Mean debt as percent of potential output.

5.3 Probit model with the simulated data

In line with the methodology in Saiegh (2009), I use the simulated data to estimate a

probit model of the conditional effect of coalitions on the probability of default. The

specification used is P [D = 1] = Φ
(
β′X

)
where D is the indicator of the decision to

default, Φ(.) is the normal cumulative distribution function, and the matrix of controls

X includes a constant, the GDP and debt levels at the beginning of the period, a dummy

variable for the majority status, and a dummy variable for coalition. Since the data

generating process is the same, I stack all the 400-period long simulations, and get data

vectors with 4 million observations (there were 10 thousand simulations).

The levels of GDP and debt are strongly significant, and with the expected signs:

higher GDP and lower debt make default less likely. The majority or minority status

is not significant. Coalitions are strongly significant and contribute to a lower

likelihood of default. Hence, coalitions work as mechanisms that provide a great level

of commitment to pay off a country’s debts44 .

5.4 Different parameterizations

Given the richness of the model, many experiments may be carried out. Quantitative

results are very sensitive to small parameter changes. Qualitatively, the model is robust

across different parameterizations. I briefly report a few simple yet interesting sensitivity-

analysis results.

44The complete output of this exercise is available upon request.
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Keeping the parameters in Table 1, which is the benchmark parameterization, and

decreasing the re-entry probability from 0.282 to 0.25, there is an amplification in coalition

formation: its rate jumps from 4.21% to 9.65%. In case of default, the economy is expected

to stay longer in autarky, and, hence, default becomes less of an option relative to the

decision of paying back debt. This option, in turn, most likely requires issuance of new

debt, which can be accomplished with better terms by a coalition government. Hence,

the increase in the coalition formation rate. At the same time, the frequency of default

decreases but it is still above a mean of 1 every one hundred years.

Beginning with the benchmark, but now decreasing the specific junior default cost

from 0.85 to 0.8 (which makes the penalty harsher), there is a similar amplification of the

coalition formation rate, and a similar decrease of the default rate.

These two experiments suggest that making default penalties harder leads to an in-

crease in coalition formation rates (and, unsurprisingly, to a decrease in the likelihood

of default). When default is more costly it becomes less of an option and governments

feel thus a greater pressure to refinance the debt. In these circumstances, coalitions be-

come more useful because they benefit from lower borrowing costs than those faced by

single-party governments.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, I have presented a formal theory explaining both the empirical effect of

coalitions on the likelihood of debt events, and the surprisingly high empirical incidence

of surplus coalitions.

When there is a political party which is especially interested in sovereign debt repay-

ment, because it will be particularly hurt in case of default, bigger parties achieve more

favorable borrowing conditions by inviting into the government the party that strongly

defends debt repayment. Hence, coalitions work as debt-repayment commitment devices.

The positive effect of coalitions on bond prices is strongest for the combination of

a GDP much below potential with a low level of borrowing. In the case of very mild

recessions, the coalition effect is the highest for a high level of borrowing, as both coalition

and single-party governments are unlikely to default on moderate and low stocks of debt
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when GDP is only slightly below potential.

This effect of coalition formation must be compared with the cost of allocating a

higher share of available income to the smaller party. When borrowing benefits outweigh

the redistributive costs, coalitions are formed even though, in the model, coalitions do not

enhance a big party’s chance to stay in power.

For very low levels of debt, default is never optimal; hence, coalitions don’t enhance the

already very favorable borrowing conditions. Similarly, for very high indebtedness, and

very low GDP, the incentives for default are overwhelming even in the case of a coalition.

Therefore, the coalition’s role in committing a government to honor sovereign debt

is most effective when there are opposing forces working for and against default. The

simulation results show that, on average, the conditions under which coalitions are formed

involve GDP 3.3% below potential, and a stock of debt corresponding to 22% of potential

GDP, which is very high given that in the model only one-period bonds are allowed.

As coalitions are more successful in achieving lower interest rates during mild recessions

(for intermediate and high levels of borrowing), a conjecture can be made about economic

volatility: for the same level of GDP persistence, low volatility economies may imply a

greater ceteris paribus rate of coalition formation.

While the coalitions achieve equal or higher bond prices than single-party governments

keeping everything else the same, the average interest rates paid by coalition governments

are higher in the simulations, that is, unconditionally. This is because, as stated above,

coalitions are typically formed during periods of hardship, when interest rates are high

for any type of government.

The incidence of coalition formation is almost double in case the formateur party

already disposes of a majority. This leads, in turn, to a higher frequency of surplus

coalitions when compared to minimum-winning coalitions.

In future research work, it will be interesting to address with world data how economic

factors contribute to the formation of coalitions.
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Appendix 1: Value Function Summary

Table A1 - Basic value functions: Value of Default; Value of Repayment

Symbol

Whose value

function

Government

composition Decision

V DA
A A A default

V RAA A A repay

V DA
AJ A A+ J default

V RAAJ A A+ J repay

V DAJ
A A+ J A default

V RAJA A+ J A repay

V DAJ
AJ A+ J A+ J default

V RAJAJ A+ J A+ J repay

V DA
B A B default

V RAB A B repay

V DA
BJ A B + J default

V RABJ A B + J repay

V DAJ
B A+ J B default

V RAJB A+ J B repay

V DAJ
BJ A+ J B + J default

V RAJBJ A+ J B + J repay

Value functions for B, and B + J are symmetric to the ones above, and are thus

not shown.
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Table A2 - Second level: Value of Single-Party; Value of Coalition

Symbol

Whose value

function

Government

composition Comparison

V SAA A A VDA
A V RAA

V CAAJ A A+ J V DA
AJ V RAAJ

V SAJA A+ J A V DAJ
A V RAJA

V CAJAJ A+ J A+ J V DAJ
AJ V RAJAJ

V SAB A B VDA
B V RAB

V CABJ A B + J V DA
BJ V RABJ

V SAJB A+ J B V DAJ
B V RAJB

V CAJBJ A+ J B + J V DAJ
BJ V RAJBJ

Value functions for B, and B + J are symmetric to the ones above, and are thus

not shown. Value functions in the second level of backward induction correspond

to the maximum between two basic value functions (comparison); that maximum

is taken by the government (third column); and it is evaluated by the agent in the

second column. Note that, under autarky, default is not an option; thus, all the

value functions in this table pertain to the case of access to credit markets.
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Table A3 - Third level: Value of Holding Power with Access to Credit

Symbol

Whose value

function

Agent taking

a decision Comparison

V AA A A V SAA V CAAJ

V AJA A+ J A V SAJA V CAJAJ

V AB A B V SAB V CABJ

V AJB A+ J B V SAJB V CAJBJ

Value functions for B, and B + J are symmetric to the ones above, and are thus

not shown. Value functions in the third level of backward induction correspond to

the maximum between a pair of value functions from the second level (comparison);

that maximum is taken by the big party in the third column; and it is evaluated by

the agent in the second column. Note that, under autarky, it is never optimal to

form a coalition; hence, the value of holding power during autarky collapses to the

respective value of default (cfr. table A1).
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Appendix 2: Political Transition Probabilities

Let B′i, i = A,AJ,B,BJ be some borrowing level; let Γi(y,B,M) = 1 if coalition and

0 otherwise, i = A,B be some coalition formation rule; and let i 6= j. In the case of a

symmetric equilibrium, ΓA(.) = ΓB(.) ≡ Γ(.), and this is the optimal coalition formation

rule. Then, conditional on GDP being y, the political transition probabilities are45 :

• with initial political states (maj, sin), i = A,B:

P i(maj,sin,y),(maj′,sin′) = [π(maj) + (1− π(maj))× σ]
∑
y′
Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,maj)]

P i(maj,sin,y),(min′,sin′) = (1− π(maj)) (1− σ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,min)]

P i(maj,sin,y),(maj′,coa′) = [π(maj) + (1− π(maj))× σ]
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)Γ(y′, B′i,maj)

P i(maj,sin,y),(min′,coa′) = (1− π(maj)) (1− σ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)Γ(y′, B′i,min)

• with initial political states (min, sin), i = A,B:

P i(min,sin,y),(maj′,sin′) = (1− π(min))× σ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,maj)]

P i(min,sin,y),(min′,sin′) = [π(min) + (1− π(min)) (1− σ)]
∑
y′
Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,min)]

P i(min,sin,y),(maj′,coa′) = (1− π(min))× σ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)Γ(y′, B′i,maj)

P i(min,sin,y),(min′,coa′) = [π(min) + (1− π(min)) (1− σ)]
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)Γ(y′, B′i,min)

• with initial political states (maj, coa), i = AJ,BJ :

P i(maj,coa,y),(maj′,sin′) = π(maj) (1− δ(maj))+(1− π(maj))×σ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,maj)]

P i(maj,coa,y),(min′,sin′) = (1− π(maj)) (1− σ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,min)]

45For economy of notation, I do not indicate the dependence on the level of debt.
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P i(maj,coa,y),(maj′,coa′) = π(maj)× δ(maj) + (1− π(maj))× σ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)Γ(y′, B′i,maj)

P i(maj,coa,y),(min′,coa′) = (1− π(maj)) (1− σ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)Γ(y′, B′i,min)

• with initial political states (min, coa), i = AJ,BJ :

P i(min,coa,y),(maj′,sin′) = (1− π(min))× σ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,maj)]

P i(min,coa,y),(min′,sin′) = π(min)×(1− δ(min))+(1− π(min)) (1− σ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y) [1− Γ(y′, B′i,min)]

P i(min,coa,y),(maj′,coa′) = (1− π(min))× σ
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)Γ(y′, B′i,maj)

P i(min,coa,y),(min′,coa′) = π(min)×δ(min)+(1− π(min)) (1− σ)
∑
y′
Q(y′|y)Γ(y′, B′i,min)
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Appendix 3: Game Tree

If arrival at Credit and Single Party or Credit and Coalition happens after default and

regaining access to credit, then B = 0 and, thus, default is not an option. If arrival at

Credit and Single Party or Credit and Coalition follows a period with access to credit but

borrowing was then set to zero, then B = 0 in the present period, and, thus, default is

not an option either. Default is an option only when B is strictly positive.

{C} stands for the maximization decision over
{
CA, CB , CJ

}
in case of default, while

{C,B′} stands for the maximization decision over
{
CA, CB , CJ , B′

}
in case of access to

financial markets.
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In autarky, it cannot be optimal to form a coalition, and, thus, that option is not

shown. A coalition implies less consumption for the big party, but it can bring it no

benefit during autarky. That is because it is not possible to issue debt in autarky and,

thus, there is no way to benefit from the higher bond price which may result from the

presence of the junior party in the coalition (depending on the combination of borrowing

and GDP levels). Should access to credit be regained in the following period, coalition

formation may then take place.
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Appendix 4: Notes on Calibration

This appendix details the empirical method used to calibrate parameters π(maj), π(min),

δ(maj), and δ(min). A reference number for σ is also computed.

I begin with the dataset used by Cheibub et al. (2004), which contains country-year

observations for most countries of the world in the period 1946-1999.

Considering that my model presupposes that governments may step down in a regular

way at any period, and, hence, it is most suited to parliamentary or mixed systems, I

drop from the dataset those observations corresponding to dictatorships, and presidential

systems.

A big party spell is defined as a period during which the biggest party in the government

is the same independently of changes in its percentage of parliamentary seats (as long as

it remains the biggest in the cabinet). The size of a party is measured by its percentage

of seats in the legislative body. Pre-electoral coalitions are considered as parties (for

example, Germany’s CDU/CSU).

The same spell may cover one or more elections46 . In this way, the definition of big

party spell is consistent with the model, as it does not feature any formal distinction

between the circumstances that lead to a big party stepping down (for instance, not

passing a vote of confidence, or an election loss). Also, a big party spell may end without

elections, because of any circumstances that change which cabinet party is the biggest in

terms of representation in the parliament.

In order to avoid truncated data problems, I do not consider spells which would have

to be registered as starting at the first year for which there is data, or which would have

to be registered as ending at the last available year. Since I model regular transitions of

power, I also do not use spells that ended because of a regime switch to dictatorship, but

I do consider spells which start with a transition to democracy.

In case a pre-electoral coalition takes the role of the biggest cabinet party in terms of

representation in the parliament, and the pre-electoral coalition breaks, and one of the

pre-electoral coalition parties remains in power, and this party happens to be the biggest

46There is one case in which a big party spell covers the division of one country into two: Czechoslo-
vakia/Czech Republic in 1992-1993; and there is the case of the German reunification, in which there is
one spell starting in West Germany with CDU in 1988, and ending in Germany with CDU/CSU in 1997.
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party in the cabinet after the break, then I register one big party spell for that party,

covering the period before and after the pre-electoral coalition break, but I do not register

the shorter spell of the party which left the cabinet after the break47 .

There are big party spells during which the big party looses or wins a majority of its

own in the parliament. A spell is classified as majority if the big party enjoys a majority

of its own in the parliament in the first period of the spell, and as minority otherwise. In

this way, the average duration of the majority spells is interpreted as the expected time

in power for a political party which has just become the biggest party in the cabinet,

and which has its own majority; this expected time is independent of whether the big

party keeps its majority or not during the spell. In a similar way, I compute the average

minority spell duration.

Note that, according to the time structure and assumptions of the model, it is never

the case that the same big party stays in power while the state maj or min changes.

Hence, my definitions of average spell duration (majority and minority) overestimate the

typical amount of time the biggest party stays in the government while keeping its own

majority or minority status unchanged48 .

The average majority spell duration, and the average minority spell duration are used

to calibrate respectively π(maj), and π(min).

In the model, the same probabilities π(maj), and π(min) are used independently of

the number of periods the same big party has already survived in power. However, the

average spell durations computed from the data refer to the first period a big party forms

a government. While it would be possible to calculate average spell durations conditional

on the past number of years in power, the inclusion of the respective conditional survival

probabilities into the model would render the model intractable.

In the dataset, there are 56 big party majority spells, and the average duration is

8.1 years. For the minority case, there are 122 spells, and the average duration is 4.9

years. The average durations were calculated putting together developing and developed

countries, and along many different decades.

47There are three such situations: Mauritius 1986-1987, Belgium 1967-1968, and Romania 1993-1994.
48Furthermore, the dataset spans many decades, and there is no reason to pressupose that, for any

relevant definition of government spell, the mean duration didn’t significantly change from one period to
the other. For example, Alesina et al. (1992) found that the average government duration was markedly
lower after the first oil shock for a set of OECD countries.
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In order to calibrate δ(maj), which is the probability a surplus coalition holds (con-

ditional on the biggest party surviving in power), I calculate the average duration of a

surplus coalition spell. This is defined as a period within a big-party spell such that:

there is more than one party in the cabinet; the seats held by the parties in the cabinet

correspond to more than 50% of the parliamentary seats; there is at least one party whose

seats are not necessary to guarantee a majority, i.e., an unnecessary party ; the party

composition of the cabinet remains the same, or one or more parties join the cabinet; the

cabinet parties’shares in the parliament do not change considerably; and the spell ends

when an unnecessary party or an unnecessary group of parties drops from the cabinet.

There are not many surplus-coalition spells wholly included in one big-party spell, and

ending before the big-party spell ends. The existing few are usually very short. Much

more commonly, there are surplus-coalition periods that are longer, but end with elections,

or other circumstances49 .

As I am interested in estimating the average spell duration conditional on no cabinet-

changing events taking place, and as there is no evidence or reason to assume that the

cause of such events is that the surplus coalition lost one of its unnecessary parties - the

longer surplus coalitions are properly seen as truncated50 .

However, omitting such truncated spells would actually exacerbate a problem of average-

spell-duration underestimation, as the truncated spells are longer than those which are

contained (but less than coextensive) in big-party spells. For instance, there are many

cases of truncated spells which last four years (a typical period between two elections), or

the remaining years until the following election.

Hence, I include the spells ending with elections which change the composition of the

cabinet, and those starting in the first year with data51 .

I ignore the truncated spells ending in the last year in the dataset, or those ended

seemingly due to special circumstances (for example, Sudan 1988-89). I also do not count

the cases in which two unnecessary parties drop from the coalition, when these parties,

49As the dataset does not include a marker for election dates, it is presumed that an election took place
when the seats held by most parties in the parliament change.
50An unnecessary party in one cabinet might not join the next cabinet after elections not because there

was any political reason for it to drop out, but because the seats it got after the election, or some other
changing circumstances, made it less useful politically.
51 If an election does not affect the composition of the cabinet, and does not dramatically change parties’

shares, then it does not terminate the corresponding big-party spell, or the coalition spell.
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as a group, were necessary for the majority.

For the calibration of δ(min), I calculate the average duration of theminimum-winning

coalition spells. Each is defined as a period within a big-party spell such that: the cabinet

is composed by more than one party; the seats held by the cabinet are above 50% of the

total number of seats in the parliament; the smallest party in the cabinet is necessary to

guarantee a majority; and the spell ends when one party or group of parties leaves the

cabinet.

I treat truncated spells in the same way I treat surplus-coalition spells: I consider

minimum-winning coalition periods ending with elections, or major cabinet changes, and

also those beginning in the first period with data, but not those ending due to special

circumstances (for example, a transition to dictatorship), or periods stopping at the last

year in the dataset.

The data contains 102 surplus-coalition spells, with average duration equal to 2.5 years,

and 90 minimum-winning coalition spells, the average duration of which is 4.0 years. The

average durations were calculated putting together developing and developed countries,

and along many different decades.

It is very likely that these numbers underestimate the conditional average durations,

which could only be observed in the counter-factual world in which, say, elections would

not take place at any moment after a coalition was formed unless one or more parties

dropped, but political parties were not aware of such effect when forming a coalition.

Using a definition of coalition spell that is even more likely to underestimate the

average spell duration, for it is stricter than mine, Lijphart (1984) found larger values

than the ones computed here: 3.1, and 5.1 years, respectively for surplus, and minimum-

winning coalitions. His data pertained, however, only to 20 countries.

The number of coalition spells is bigger than the number of big-party spells because one

of the latter may contain more than one of the former, and because the criteria to avoid

truncated observations is stricter in the case of big-party spells. Furthermore, there is no

correspondence between surplus coalition, and big-party majority, as a surplus-coalition

spell may be contained in a period when the biggest party in cabinet lacks a majority of

its own.
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A reference number for the probability of winning a majority, σ, is found by identi-

fying all the instances in which the biggest party in cabinet changes, and computing the

proportion of cases such that the new incumbent holds a majority in the legislative body.

Elections that leave the identity of the biggest party unchanged are not counted, as my

concern is the probability of winning a majority conditional on the event that a change

in the biggest party has occurred.

I count the cases in which, following a hiatus, the same big party returns to the

government. For example, between 1956 and 1988, the biggest party in the Sudanese

government is the same, but as there are two political hiatus, I record three instances

of biggest party change. This is so even though in two cases there wasn’t actually any

big-party change, but a change from void of power to government.

I do not control for the electoral system, majoritarian or proportional, for richer or

poorer countries, or for any measure of number of parties.

On the one hand, Anglophone countries have longer data series, and most of these

countries are likely to have majoritarian systems. On the other hand, the other countries,

while having shorter series, are many more in number and most of them are likely to have

proportional systems.

There are 310 instances of biggest party change, and the proportion of new incumbents

with their own majority is 36%.

The list of countries with the respective number of big-party spells and coalition spells

is presented below.
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Table A4 - Number and Average Duration of Spells

Big Party Coalition

Country Majority Minority Surplus Min. Win.

Albania 2
Australia 4 1 1 2
Austria 2 2
Bangladesh 1
Barbados 2
Belgium 5 5 9
Belize 3
Brazil 3
Bulgaria 2 1 1
Canada 2 3
Central African Rep. 1
Comoros 1
Czechoslovakia/Czech. Rep. 2 1 2
Denmark 8 2
Dominica 1
Estonia 2 1
Finland 6 9 3
France 2 10 8 5
West Germany/Germany 2 3 6
Greece 3 2
Grenada 1 1 1
Hungary 1 1 2
Iceland 8 3 8
India 3 3 1
Ireland 2 6 1 3
Israel 7 9 4
Italy 1 9 3
Jamaica 2
Japan 1 3 2 2
Latvia 1 3
Liechtenstein 1
Lithuania 1
Luxembourg 1 8
Macedonia 3
Mali 1
Malta 3
Mauritius 2 6 1
Moldova 1 1
Nepal 1 1 1 2
Netherlands 1 4 4
New Zealand 7 2
Niger 1 1
Nigeria 1
Norway 8 2
Papua New Guinea 5 1 1
Poland 3 1 2
Portugal 4 1 1
Romania 1 1
Slovakia 1
Slovenia 1 2 1
Solomon Islands 3 1
South Africa 1
Spain 1 1
Sri Lanka 2 2 1
St. Kitts and Nevis 1
St. Lucia 1
Sudan 2
Suriname 1 2
Sweden 6 3
Thailand 5
Trinidad and Tobago 2
Turkey 2 6 1 3
United Kingdom 5
Vanuatu 2 1 1

Number of spells 56 122 102 90

Average duration in years 8.1 4.9 2.5 4.0
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Sources: Cheibub et alea (2004), and my calculations.

Notes: A "big-party spell" is a period during which the biggest party in the

cabinet is the same, irrespective of changes in its parliamentary representation, and

regardless of events such as an election. A spell is classified as "majority" if the

big party enjoys a majority of its own in the parliament in the first period of the

spell, and as "minority" otherwise. A "surplus-coalition spell" is a period of coalition

government in which at least one of the parties in the cabinet is not necessary for

a majority in the parliament. A "minimum-winning coalition spell" is a period of

coalition government in which the smallest party in the cabinet is required for a

majority in the parliament. Cfr. Appendix D for details and discussion of these

definitions.
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